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The University of Michigan's 3D Static Strength 

Prediction Program TM (3DSSPP) is based on over 

35 years of research at the Center for Ergonomics 

regarding the biomechanical and static strength ca-

pabilities of the employee in relation to the physical 

demands of the work environment. This manual 

provides the user of the 3D Static Strength Predic-

tion Program with an instructional reference for 

properly applying the 3DSSPP to aid in the evalua-

tion of the physical demands of a prescribed job. 

For a complete discussion of occupational biome-

chanics and details on the mathematical models see 

Occupational Biomechanics; 4th Edition by Chaf-

fin, Andersson, and Martin; 2006 (published by J. 

Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 

10158).   This is an excellent reference. 

The 3DSSPP can aid the ergonomics analyst as a 

design and evaluation tool in both proactive and 

reactive analysis of workplaces and work tasks.  It 

can be a valuable quantitative tool to illustrate the 

benefits of an ergonomic intervention.  It is  often 

used for instructional purposes in the classroom, 

plant floor, and board room.   

1.1 PURPOSE OF MANUAL 

The primary purpose of this manual is to document: 

1. The task parameters, inputs to the program, 

and how they are measured. 

2. The entry of the task parameters. 

3. The program options. 

4. The program outputs. 

1.2 CAUTION 

3DSSPP should not be used as the sole determinant 

of worker strength performance or job designs based 

on that performance. Other criteria and professional 

judgment are required to properly design safe and 

productive jobs. Be sure to read the End-User Li-

cense Agreement at the beginning of this manual. 

1.3 BACKGROUND 

3DSSPP is most useful in the analysis of the 

"slow" movements used in heavy materials han-

dling tasks since the biomechanical computations 

assume that the effects of acceleration and mo-

mentum are negligible.  

Such tasks can be evaluated best by dividing the 

activity into a sequence of static postures and ana-

lyzing each individual posture. 

To aid in posture entry, an inverse kinematics 

algorithm was developed from research on the pre-

ferred postures of individuals manipulating loads 

with known hand positions. This behavioral-based 

algorithm is intended to provide a first approxima-

tion of the posture based on the specified hand posi-

tions and torques and forces on the hands and joints. 
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However, the inverse kinematics algorithm may not 

yield a posture representative of the actual posture 

being modeled since the actual posture can be af-

fected by individual factors such as differences in 

body type, postural preference and training, as well 

as environmental factors such as the nature of the 

object being handled, workplace obstructions, trac-

tion and the feet-floor interface, and worker apparel. 

To minimize these effects, only experienced work-

ers should be observed performing the tasks in ques-

tion. Should additional posture modifications be 

necessary, the program contains easy-to-use meth-

ods for altering the initial predicted posture to more 

closely represent the posture observed in the work-

place. 

1.3.1 Static Strength Model 

A technical discussion of the static strength 

model used in the program is provided in Chapter 6 

of Occupational Biomechanics; 4th Edition by 

Chaffin, Andersson, and Martin; 2006 (published by 

J. Wiley & Sons, Inc., 605 Third Ave., New York, 

NY 10158).  The 3DSSPP strength model is a top-

down model starting with the forces and moments 

applied to the hands and ending with the forces and 

moments applied to the floor by the feet (in the 

basic standing case).  Figure 1.1 illustrates many of 

the force and moment vectors calculated by the 

model. 

The reactive moments at each joint required to 

maintain the posture are compared to worker popu-

Figure 1.1: Diagram of the strength model 
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lation strengths.  These strengths have been com-

piled from a collection of strength studies described 

and referenced in the text as well as from some ad-

ditional studies offering updated experimental joint 

strength capabilities of industrial and civilian popu-

lations.  See the Strength Capabilities Report 

(Section 11.6). Results from this model demonstrate 

a strong correlation with average population static 

strengths  (r = 0.8). 

1.3.1.1 SDL and SUL Strength Limits 

NIOSH recommended limits for percent capa-

bles (percent of the population with sufficient 

strength)  are used in the program by default.  Other 

limits may be set by the user (Section 7.4).   

The 3DSSPP Strength Limits are named 

Strength Design Limit (SDL) and Strength Upper 

Limit (SUL) and correspond to the NIOSH Action 

Limit (AL) and Maximum Permissible Limit 

(MPL). These values are documented in the Work 

Practices Guide for Manual Lifting (NIOSH, 1981).  

The SDL designation is delimited in the pro-

gram bar graphs by the green to yellow transition  

and is set at 99% for men or 75% for women. The 

SUL designation, on the other hand, is delimited by 

the yellow to red transition and is set at 25% for 

men or 1% for women.   

The SDL guidelines are consistent with the bio-

mechanical and psychophysical criteria used to de-

velop the revised 1991 lifting equation (Waters et al, 

1993) while the SUL are consistent with the criteria 

used to develop the 1981 equation.  Because the 

1991 version has moved from a three-stage decision 

matrix to a single lifting index in assessing the risk 

of low-back pain, these upper limits were not in-

cluded as criteria for the 1991 version.  Further dis-

cussion concerning the back compression design 

and upper limits as well as the basis for strength 

design and upper limits can be found in Occupation-

al Biomechanics, Chaffin 2006. 

1.3.2 L5/S1 Forces and Moments 

The Lumbar Disc Compression Force at L5/S1 

disc level is calculated as the sum of Erector Spi-

nae / Rectus Abdominus (either one active per pos-

ture), abdominal force, upper body weight above 

L5/S1 level, and hand load (Figure 1.2). Further-

more, forces acting upon the L5/S1 disc are resolved 

to compute the shear components in the Anterior-

Posterior and Lateral directions. The vector sum of 

these two shear forces is called the “Resultant Shear 

Force” on the L5/S1 disc. In addition to the Result-

ant Shear Force, the disc may be subjected to further 

stress due to those loading and postural conditions 

which create torsion about the longitudinal axis of 

the L5/S1 disc, often called the “Moment about the 

L5/S1 disc normal”.  Uneven hand loads and/or ro-

tation of the torso from side to side during the task 

can easily generate an axial rotation moment normal 

to L5/S1 disc (Figure 1.3). 

For a typical lifting task, the low-back Erector 

Spinae muscle produces a contractile force, acting at 

the muscle moment arm distance (this varies be-

tween male and female), for the moment equilibri-

um at L5/S1 level.  Abdominal force, acting at the 

abdominal moment arm distance (which also varies 

between males and females as well as between pop-

ulation percentiles), also is balancing the moment 

equilibrium on the Erector Spinae muscle side of the 

equation (i.e., helping to reduce the required Erector 

Spinae muscle force).  According to the model’s 

algorithm for a press-down task, however, the ante-

rior rectus abdominus muscle would produce a con-

tractile force to maintain L5/S1 moment equilibri-

um, acting at the muscle moment arm distance 

(which also varies between males and females as 

well as between population percentiles).  As docu-

mented so far, the L5/S1 compression algorithm is 

based on Erector Spinae muscle contraction, Rectus 

Abdominus muscle contraction (either one active at 

any given time), the Abdominal Pressure (affected 

by posture), and the resultant moment and forces at 

L5/S1 joint. 
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Erector Spinae, Rectus Abdominus, and Ab-

dominal Force computation for L5/S1 moment equi-

librium are based on the moment arm length data 

(with standard deviation) as compiled from studies 

by McGill, Patt and Norman (1988); Reid, Costigan 

& Comrie (1987); Nemeth and Ohlsen (1986); and 

Chaffin, Redfern, Erig and Goldstein (1989). 

1.3.3 3D Compression and Torso 
Muscle Force Optimization at 
L4/L5 

Torso muscle moment arms and muscle orienta-

tion data for the L4/L5 level have been studied 

more extensively than at any other lumbar level.  

Hence, the three dimensional back compression 

optimization is computed at L4/L5 lumbar level.  

L4/L5 level torso muscle (five on the left side and 

Figure 1.3: Shear forces and torsion on a vertebral disc 

Vertebrae

Torsion About the L5/S1 Normal

+Y (Anterior-Posterior Dir)

Sagittal Plane Shear Force

On L5/S1 Disc

Resultant (Vector Sum of X and Y)

Shear Force On L5/S1
+X (Right Side) Frontal

Plane Shear Force

Figure 1.2: Simplistic diagram of sagittal model low-back forces for lifting 
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five on the right side) areas, moment arms, and con-

tractile force direction data were utilized from stud-

ies by McGill, Patt and Norman (1988); Reid, 

Costigan & Comrie (1987); Nemeth and Ohlsen 

(1986); Chaffin, Redfern, Erig & Goldstein (1989); 

Kumar (1988), Tracy et. al. (1989); and McGill and 

Norman (1986). 

Torso muscle tensile forces are computed using 

the double optimization technique of Bean, Chaffin 

and Shultz (1988).  First, an upper bound on muscle 

intensity (the ratio of muscle force to physiological 

cross sectional area) is found by minimizing the 

maximum muscle intensity such that the moment 

equilibrium conditions are satisfied; and second, the 

muscle forces satisfying the moment conditions and 

muscle intensity bounds which minimize the mus-

cular contribution to spinal compression force are 

determined.  L4/L5 joint resultant moments (after 

the abdominal force effect) and joint forces in three 

dimensions over the tilted L4/L5 disc, torso muscle 

moment arms (lateral and anterior-posterior), and 

muscle areas are the inputs to the three dimensional 

torso muscle force optimization routine.  The rou-

tine outputs the resultant muscle contraction forces 

at the L4/L5 level and the disc compression force as 

the vector sum of muscle (ten muscles) contractile 

forces, abdominal force, upper body weight above 

L4/L5 level, and the hand loads. 

Depiction of torso muscle areas and orientation 

with respect to the L4/L5 disc is shown in Figure 

1.4.  The initials “L” and “R” before the muscle 

labels represent the Left (in the - X quadrant) and 

Right (in the + X quadrant) sides of torso. The vec-

tor sum of Anterior-Posterior Shear Force and Lat-

eral Shear Forces represents the Total Shear Force. 

1.3.3.1 Low Back Compression Limits 

NIOSH recommended limits are use for evalua-

tion the back compression values in 3DSSPP.  The 

Back Compression Back Compression Design Lim-

it (BCDL) and the Back Compression Upper Limit 

(BCUL) correspond to the NIOSH Action Limit 

(AL) and Maximum Permissible Limit (MPL).  The 

limiting values are documented in the Work Prac-

tices Guide for Manual Lifting (NIOSH, 1981). 

L4/L5 LEVEL

LEFT RIGHT

+Y

-Y

-X +X

L. External Ob.

L. Internal Ob.

L.
Latis. Dorsi R.

Latis. Dorsi

R. Internal Ob.

L Rectus Abdo. R. Rectus Abdo.

R. External Ob.

Anterio-Posterior
Shear F

L. Erector Spi. R. Erector Spi.

Lateral Shear F

Figure 1.4: Low-back forces and moments 
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The BCDL guidelines are consistent with the 

biomechanical and psychophysical criteria used to 

develop the revised 1991 lifting equation (Waters et 

al, 1993) while the BCUL are consistent with the 

criteria used to develop the 1981 equation.  In the 

3DSSPP the BCDL is delimited in the bar graphs 

by the green to yellow transition and the BCUL is 

delimited by the yellow to red transition.  Because 

the 1991 version of the Lifting Guide has moved 

from a three-stage decision matrix to a single lifting 

index in assessing the risk of low-back pain, these 

upper limits were not included as criteria for the 

1991 version.  Further discussion concerning the 

back compression design and upper limits as well 

as the basis for strength design and upper limits can 

be found in Occupational Biomechanics, Chaffin 

2006. 

1.4 MEASUREMENT COORDINATE 
SYSTEM 

3DSSPP uses a Cartesian coordinate system of X, 

Y, and Z axes. The directions of the axes are de-

fined with respect to the center of the pelvis.  The X

-axis extends laterally (left to right hip center)  with 

positive to the hominoid’s right. The positive Y-

axis extends forward (horizontal) and the positive Z

-axis extends vertically with positive upwards.  This 

forms a right-had coordinate system.   

The center of the measurement coordinate sys-

tem can be set using the Measurement Coordinate 

Center Dialog (Section 7.5). The default center for 

standing mode cases is at the center of the feet. 

(Center of the ankles projected downward to the 

floor support of the lowest foot.)  For seated mode 

cases the default center is at the Seat Reference 

Point (SRP).  The SRP is automatically calculated 

from the intersection of the trunk and upper leg an-

gles and is displaced perpendicular to the body seg-

ments by population factors which are fraction of 

stature. 

1.5 REMOTE OPERATION 

3DSSPP may be operated remotely (by another pro-

gram).  This permits value added software vendors 

to use the 3DSSPP as a biomechanical engine in 

their products.  In this case 3DSSPP must still be 

licensed from the University of Michigan and may 

be operated as a stand alone analysis tool.  Value 

added vendors wishing to implement the 3DSSPP 

engine must purchase a special license from the 

University of Michigan. 

University of Michigan Software 

Technology Management Office 

Wolverine Tower, Room 2071 

3003 South State Street 

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1280. 

Tel: (734) 936-0435, Fax: (734) 936-1330. 

1.6 ERROR REPORTING 

Considerable effort has been made to eliminate 

software errors (“bugs”) from this version of the 

3DSSPP software prior to release.  

If, however, a software error occurs at any time 

during 3DSSPP operations, the computer system 

will display an error message and request to close 

the application. Should this occur, please note the 

posture being analyzed, any other programs current-

ly running, and the version of the computer system. 

Then please copy the message in its entirety, close 

the application, and contact us as below. 

By providing the above information when problems 

occur, the Center is aided greatly in its efforts to 

develop useful software of the highest quality. 

The University of Michigan 

The Center For Ergonomics 

1205 Beal - IOE Building 

Ann Arbor, MI 48109-2117 

SSPPSupport@umich.edu 

Phone: (734) 763-2243, Fax: (734) 764-3451 
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1.7 SPECIAL DEFINITIONS 

This manual assumes the user is familiar with basic 

Windows terminology such as icons, clipboard, Di-

alog boxes, click, drag, and re-sizing windows. If 

this is not the case, please refer to the Windows 

Help for additional details. In addition, the follow-

ing definitions will aid in understanding the de-

scriptions and instructions found in this manual: 

Orthogonal-Views (3-View): The three posture 

entry windows displaying the posture being 

modeled in top, right side, and front views.  

Oblique-View: The window displaying a figure 

in the posture modeled from a user-defined 

orientation. In new files, this is the lower left 

hand window.  

Vertical Tilt: Referring to the camera metaphor 

of the oblique-view, this is a measure of the 

angle from the horizontal plane at which the 

object is being observed. Ranging from -89 

to 89 degrees, 0 degrees is at waist level 

looking at the object and 89 degrees is direct-

ly overhead looking down on the object. 

Rotation: Also referring to the camera metaphor 

of the oblique-view, this is a measure of the 

angle from a vertical plane separating the left 

and right halves of the object at which it is 

being observed. Ranging from -180  to 180 

degrees, 0 degrees is looking directly at the 

front of the figure while 90 degrees is look-

ing at the figure's left side.  

Focal Length: Also referring to the camera met-

aphor of the oblique-view, this simulates the 

effect of the camera focal length on the im-

age for better posture matching with photo-

graphs. Long focal lengths magnify and flat-

ten images while short focal lengths shrink 

and distort images.  

Distance: Referring to the camera metaphor of 

the oblique-view, this is the distance from 

which the figure is observed. 

Input Field: The section of the screen highlight-

ed or underlined by the cursor.  

Model Output: All of the output with respect to 

one set of task parameters. Only part of the 

output is displayed on the screen at any one 

time.  

Posture: The different angles about the joints of 

the body describing the orientation of the 

body in space 

Reactive Load: Reaction force or moments pro-

vided by the body's musculoskeletal system 

to the resultant load.  

Record: One set of task parameters.  

Resultant Load: The load in force or moments 

acting upon the body.  

Task Parameters: Data describing the task in-

cluding the force magnitude and direction, 

anthropometry, and postural angles. 

1.8 SPECIAL TYPEFACES 

THE FORMAT DESCRIBED BELOW IS 

USED THROUGHOUT THE MANUAL TO 

INDICATE IF OR WHEN INFORMATION 

SHOULD BE ENTERED OR A KEY 

PRESSED, TO DESCRIBE MESSAGES 

THAT APPEAR ON THE SCREEN, AND 

OUTLINE EXAMPLES USED WITHIN 

THE MANUAL. 

1. If instructed to type information, the infor-

mation will appear in capital letters. For ex-

ample, if a task description is to be typed, the 

instruction will appear as follows: 

 type: CART PUSHING TASK 

2. If one key is to be pressed, the key to be 

pressed will appear in bold faced text. For 

example, if the TAB key is to be pressed, the 

instruction will appear as follows: 

 press: TAB 
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3. If two keys are to be pressed at the same 

time, the keys to be pressed will appear in 

bold faced text with a plus sign (+) between 

them. The first key should be held while the 

second key is pressed.  For example, if in-

structed to hold ALT and press PrtSc (print 

screen), the instruction will appear as fol-

lows: 

 press: ALT+PrtSc 

4.  If a specific menu sequence is to be fol-

lowed, the sequence will appear in italicized 

bold faced text with a pipe symbol ( | ) be-

tween each item. For example, to access the 

Units Selection Dialog, the instruction to 

choose the Task-Input Menu and  select the 

Units item would appear as: 

 Task-Input | Units… 
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2.1 INSTALLING AND STARTING 
3DSSPP 

1. Insert media or download and find the in-

stallation file and double-click its icon.  

The file will be named 

“3DSSPP_600_Setup.exe” or something 

very similar. 

2. Follow the on-screen instructions.  Be sure 

to read the End-User License Agreement. 

3. To begin working with 3DSSPP, double-

click on the main program icon (3D) or the 

filename (3DSSPP.exe). If the program has 

been added to the Start Menu or desktop, 

then it can be started there as well. 

Note: If your computer is on a network, your 

account may not have sufficient privileges to install 

new software.  If you experience difficulties with 

installation, consult your network administrator.   

Installation of 3DSSPP on a network (not just a 

single workstation) requires a special license. 

2.2 REGISTRATION 

In order to use 3DSSPP beyond the evaluation peri-

od, the user must enter a name and registration 

code.  This should have been provided with your 

purchase of 3DSSPP.   The name and code must be 

entered the first time the program is used or when 

the program is first used after the evaluation period. 

A correct name and registration code will only 

need to be entered once.  When a major revision of 

3DSSPP is released, however, a new name and 

code may be required. 

To purchase a license and receive a registration 

number see our website, www.umichergo.org. 

2.3 STARTUP SCREENS 

Before the data entry windows appear, three prelim-

inary screens of general information are displayed 

which should be read carefully if the program is 

being used for the first time. After each screen is 

read, either press ENTER or click on the OK but-

ton to continue.  After the final information screen, 

the program will load. 

2.4 EVALUATION OPERATION 

Users without a proper registration code can run 

3DSSPP but for a limited number of days.  After 

the evaluation period a registration code must be 

purchased and entered. 

 

 

Chapter 2: GETTING STARTED 
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2.5 3D STATIC VS. DYNAMIC MODE 

The 3DSSPP can be run in two modes.  The 3D 

Static Mode is very similar to previous versions of 

the program.  3D Dynamic Mode add the ability to 

analyze multiple tasks or a sequence of frames.  

Note that the 2D Mode of operation, a subset of the 

3D Mode, is no longer supported. 

Despite the name Dynamic Mode, the mechanical 

calculations are still STATIC.  The future plan is to 

add dynamic calculations where the movement ve-

locities and accelerations can be calculated from the 

animation frames. 
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Chapter 3: SCREEN AREAS and DIRECT POS-

TURE MANIPULATION 

3.1 PROGRAM WINDOW 

The program window (Figure 3.1) contains the 

3DSSPP application with title bar, menu bar, view 

windows,  animation frame control bar, and  status 

bar.   

3.2 PROGRAM TITLE BAR 

At the top of the main program window is the main 

program title bar which contains the program title, 

the name of the postural data file currently in use, 

and standard Windows control buttons for the entire 

Figure 3.1: Main program window 
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program. If the task file has been modified from its 

last saved state, an asterisk will appear in the title 

bar after the filename. Clicking the right mouse but-

ton (right-clicking) on the title bar will open a con-

text menu with additional commands to manipulate 

the program window.  The title bars of the program 

sub-windows as well as report windows also have a 

context menu which is useful for printing and copy-

ing, see Figure 3.2. 

in the menu name. The menus and menu options are 

described in the following chapters. 

3.4 ORTHOGONAL-VIEW ("3-VIEW") 
WINDOWS 

The three orthogonal-view posture entry windows 

display the posture being modeled in the top, front, 

and right side views (Figure 3.3). The posture is 

displayed using stick figures so that joint angles are 

easily seen. Each Orthogonal-View Window has its 

own title bar which contains the direction of the 

view and has buttons on the right side for control-

ling the sizing of that window: either convert to a 

button or enlarge to full screen for easier posture 

manipulation (close is not allowed).  The title bar 

also indicates what coordinate axis lines up with the 

view  The view is from the positive direction of the 

axis. 

The body segments of the hominoid can be di-

rectly manipulated by clicking any joint and drag-

ging it to a new location. When the mouse cursor is 

over a selectable joint, it will change from an arrow 

into a hand.  The name of the joint currently pointed 

to will be displayed in the status bar at the bottom 

of the main window and in a pop up message near 

the cursor. 

Figure 3.3: Orthogonal-View (3-View)  Window 

3.3 MENU BAR 

Located directly under the program title bar is the 

menu bar which contains the pull-down menus 

available in 3DSSPP. Clicking directly on the menu 

name activates the menu. An alternative method to 

access the menus via the keyboard is to depress the 

ALT key and then also depress the letter underlined 

Figure 3.2: Example Title Bar Context Menu 
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Clicking the right mouse button (right-clicking) 

inside one of the 3-View Windows will bring up a 

context menu of commands commonly used while 

entering postures (Figure 3.4). 

will now move the joint while the posture adjusts. 

When the mouse button is released the cross hairs 

vanish and the joint is no longer selected. Joints 

with hollow markers cannot be selected. They may 

not be directly movable or they may be locked 

(Section 6.11). 

Figure 3.4: Orthogonal-View  (3-View) Context 
Menu 

The windows within a program are sometimes 

referred to as tiles, and the act of arranging the win-

dows is called tiling. The tiling of the three Orthog-

onal-View Window and the other two windows is 

controlled under the Display Menu. To automatical-

ly fit all five main windows inside the primary pro-

gram window, just press Ctrl+T or select Display | 

Tile Now.  See Chapters 7 and 8 for additional com-

ments and more details on display options. 

3.5 DIRECT MANIPULATION OF 
POSTURE 

To manipulate the posture through the Orthogo-

nal-View Windows, select the joint to be manipu-

lated by placing the mouse cursor on one of the 

round solid joint markers on the Orthogonal-View 

Windows. The cursor changes from the normal ar-

row to a pointing finger when the cursor is over a 

marker and a descriptive popup message appears, 

Figure 3.5. The message describes the action to take 

place when the cursor is moved Upon pressing the 

left mouse button the marker is selected the cursor 

changes to a set of cross hairs. Moving the mouse 

Figure 3.5: Selecting marker to Move Left 
Hand 

3.5.1 Moving Joint Markers 

Moving joint markers as described above in-

vokes the program's Posture Prediction command 

which is an inverse kinematics algorithm with some 

posture preference information included, see Sec-

tion 6.10.  Moving joints using direct manipulation 

is similar to the Posture Prediction command with 

the addition of the constraint of the joint being 

moved. The default constraints are the locations of 

the hands and feet. 

Joint locations can be selected and moved in 

any of the three Orthogonal-View windows, howev-

er one window is usually better than the others de-

pending upon the direction of desired movement.  

Some practice may be required.  

Joints can only be moved to locations that are 
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physically possible. The algorithm is constrained by 

body segment lengths and joint range of motion. 

Balance is not considered and must be monitored 

by the user. If a joint is moved beyond a possible 

location, then the figure ceases to move until the 

curser is returned to a feasible location. 

 If the hips are moved then all of the joints be-

tween the hands and feet may be adjusted. Moving 

selected joints above the hips will only affect the 

upper body and moving selected joints below the 

hips will only adjust the lower body.   

In standing mode the position of the floor on 

the screen is always the same. Therefore, if one foot 

is lifted off the ground and then the other is lifted, 

the body will drop to the floor. The floor is defined 

to be located at the level of the lowest foot. Both 

feet are always assumed to be supported, even when 

positioned at different levels.  For one foot support, 

see Support Selection (Section 6.5). 

Note that by default the hand locations are 

measured with respect to the center of the ankles at 

the lowest floor in standing mode. Thus if one foot 

is moved, then the origin of the measurement is 

moved and the numerical hand locations will 

change, but the relative location of the hands to the 

stationary foot will be maintained. To change the 

measurement center see Measurement Coordinate 

System Origin (Section 7.5). 

3.5.2 Rotating Body Segments about a 
Joint (SHIFT Key Use) 

If the SHIFT key is pressed while the mouse 

cursor arrow is moved over a solid joint marker a 

different popup message will appear and describe 

an available rotation about a joint., Figure 3.6. Up-

on pressing the left mouse button the marker is se-

lected the cursor changes to a set of cross hairs. 

Moving the mouse will now rotate the body seg-

ment proximal to the selected joint location about 

the proximal joint. Note that all segments distal to 

the rotated segment will rotate also. This is not in-

verse kinematics; but rather simple forward kine-

matics. The root of the human graphic model is the 

center of the hips. 

3.5.3 Direct Manipulation Hints 

3.5.3.1 Moving Hips 

The most straightforward manner for altering 

bending postures from stoop to squat or to straight-

ening the legs is by moving the hip center location. 

The left and the right hip can only be moved in tan-

dem; when the hips are selected, the right and left 

hip are selected simultaneously. The position of the 

hips can only be altered in two dimensional (sagittal 

plane) space and is easiest to manipulate in the side 

view. To stoop more raise the hips and to squat 

more lower the hips.  To increase the bend in the 

legs, adjust the hips downward; conversely, to 

straighten the legs, move the hips upward. 

3.5.3.2 Trunk Flexion and Later Bend-
ing 

Trunk flexion corresponds to the forward bend-

ing of the trunk and lateral bending corresponds to 

side-to-side bending. The center of rotation is the 

Figure 3.6: Selecting marker to Rotate Left 
Hand 
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hip. The side view gives the best perspective on 

trunk flexion. The front view is best for lateral 

bending. The graphic marker associated with trunk 

flexion/bending is located at the base of the neck. 

Either movement or rotation can be selected. Rota-

tion is centered at the L5S1.  

Note that within the biomechanical model the 

trunk is formed by the pelvis and the torso links  

which are each assigned separate angles based on 

the entered trunk flexion angle according to  an al-

gorithm derived from empirical data (Anderson, 

1983).  The two links are visible in the human 

graphics in the display view windows. 

3.5.3.3 Trunk Axial Rotation 

Trunk axial rotation corresponds to the rotation 

of the trunk about the axis of the spine. To change 

the rotation value select and move (or rotate) the 

solid marker sternum where the clavicles meet.  

Axial rotation is the most difficult of the joint an-

gles to enter. At times the computer may have diffi-

culty in interpreting the cursor position. Therefore, 

it may be necessary to click in several locations to 

see how the computer interprets the cursor position. 

For this angle, trying the different view windows 

may be helpful if altering axial rotation in one of 

the views does not appear to work well; however, in 

general, the top view tends to be more favorable for 

erect postures, whereas the front view tends to be 

easier to manipulate with stoop postures.  It may be 

useful to utilize the Undo program feature (Section 

5.1). 

3.5.3.4 Hand Positions 

If the locations of the hands in three dimension-

al space are known, then the best method for speci-

fying the hand locations is to choose Task-Input | 

Posture Prediction to use the Posture Prediction 

Dialog. However, sometimes the hand locations are 

not known. In this case, the user may want to set the 

hand locations by selecting each hand with the 

mouse and moving them to the desired locations in 

an appropriate orthogonal-view. The opposite hand 

will remain in the same location, but the rest of the 

body will be predicted. Therefore, the hand posi-

tions should be set before altering the rest of the 

body. 

To select and move both hands at the same time 

hold down the control key (Ctrl), select one of the 

hands with the left mouse button, and move the 

mouse. 

3.5.4 Joint Angle Range Errors 

If a posture is entered such that a joint angle is 

outside its range of motion then the joint on the or-

thogonal-view graphic is set to red.  See the Posture 

Report for range of motion limits. 

3.6 OBLIQUE-VIEW WINDOW 

The Oblique-View Window is the lower left hand 

view window (Figure 3.7) and, by default, displays 

a shaded flesh human graphic figure with a surface 

made of over 7000 polygons. The title bar displays 

the task title as entered under the Task-Input | De-

scription Menu.  Also displayed is an indicator of 

the Measurement Coordinate Center and the direc-

tions of the coordinate axes. 

Right-clicking inside the Oblique-View Win-

dow will bring up a context menu of commonly 

used commands (Figure 3.8). 
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3.6.1 Manipulate Hominoid View 

The oblique-view of the hominoid can be ma-

nipulated from the Oblique-View Menu (see Chap-

ter 9) by using the context menu as above or using 

the mouse with the following commands. Note that 

“CLICK” alone always refers to left-clicking.  

Move hominoid within window 

 CLICK + DRAG 

Rotate hominoid 

 RIGHT-CLICK + DRAG 

 CTRL + CLICK + DRAG 

Zoom in/out (camera focal length) 

 SHIFT+CLICK+DRAG HORIZONTAL 

Move camera closer or farther away 

 SHIFT+CLICK+DRAG VERTICAL 

 ROTATE MOUSE WHEEL 

Figure 3.8: Oblique-View Context Menu 

3.7 STATUS  WINDOW 

This window is positioned in the lower right hand 

corner of the standard program window.  It lists 

miscellaneous input data and summary results 

(Figure 3.9).  The title bar contains the defined 

name of the task from the Task Description dialog 

Figure 3.7: Oblique-View Window 
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(Section 6.2) as well as the number of the current 

selected frame.  In Static Mode (Section 6.3) it will 

simply indicate Frame 0. 

3.7.1 Anthropometry and Hand Forc-
es 

The Anthropometry box lists the selected val-

ues used in the  current analysis.  The Forces box 

list the magnitudes of the hand forces.  Note that 

additional forces and torques may also be included 

in the analysis yet not listed here. 

3.7.2 Hand Locations 

The Hand Locations box lists the current calcu-

lated hand location.  The location is calculated us-

ing kinematics given the current posture angles and 

the anthropometry (body segment lengths).  The 

center of reference for the measures can be set by 

the user (Section 7.5).  In standing mode it defaults 

to the center of the ankles projected downward to 

the lowest floor surface.  In seated mode the default 

is the Seat Reference Point. 

3.7.3 Low Back Compression 

The first data bar graph shows the current 3D 

Low Back Compression value.  The vertical black 

line indicates the calculated value which is also 

printed to the right of the bar.  The green region 

depicts an acceptable value and the red is unac-

ceptable.  The limit value between the green and 

yellow regions is the NIOSH compression limit and 

the limit between the yellow and red regions is two 

times this limit.  See the Analysis Summary Report 

(Section 11.2.2). 

Figure 3.9: Results Status window 
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3.7.4 Strength Percent Capable 

The Strength Percent Capable box lists a sum-

mary of the strength analysis for the major joints 

strengths. The vertical black line indicates the cal-

culated value which is also printed to the right of 

the bar.  The green region depicts an acceptable 

strength requirement value while the red depicts an 

unacceptable strength requirement.  Note that when 

there is a left and right joint or multiple strengths 

for a joint,  the most limiting value is displayed.  

The default limit value between the green and yel-

low regions is the NIOSH action limit value and the 

default limit between the yellow and red regions is 

the  NIOSH upper limit..  See the Analysis Sum-

mary Report (Section 11.2.3).  Note that the limit 

values can be set by the user. 

3.7.5 Balance Analysis 

On the right side of the Summary Window is a 

graphical representation of the hominoid’s Basis of 

Support and Center of Pressure.  The posture is in 

balance if the center, the round dot, is within the 

marked area.  See the Balance Report (Section 

11.9).   Below the graphic is a verbal indication of 

the balance condition. 

3.7.6 Coefficient of Friction 

Below the balance information is listed the cal-

culated minimum foot-floor Coefficient of Friction.  

This value is only valid when the eternal forces on 

the body include horizontal components.  See Sec-

tion 11.2.5. 

3.8 ANIMATION FRAME CONTROL 
BAR 

The Animation Frame Control Bar (Figure 3.9) on-

ly appears in the 3D Dynamic Mode of 3DSSPP 

operation (Section 6.3) .  In this mode multiple pos-

tures can be entered and analyzed using 3DSSPP.  

For more information see Chapter 10.  

3.9 STATUS BAR 

The Status Bar is at the very bottom of the program 

window.  It contains help statement for each of the 

menu items and may be useful for beginners. The 

Status Bar can be turned on or off, see Section 7.3. 

3.10 REPORT WINDOWS 

Report windows are generated whenever a report 

option is selected from the Reports Menu, Chapter 

11.  Changes in units, anthropometry, load, or pos-

ture will automatically be reflected in any open re-

port window.  To close a report window easily, 

simply press the Escape key while the report is the 

active window (or use the standard close command 

on the window’s title bar). 

Figure 3.9: Animation Frame Control Bar 
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The File Menu (Figure 4.1) contains the file man-

agement and printing options for 3DSSPP. Addi-

tional file management functions are available 

through Windows. 

When any of the file management Dialog boxes 

are opened for the first time in any 3DSSPP ses-

sion, the files displayed are located in the "working 

directory".  Once a file is saved or opened in a di-

rectory other than the working directory, the direc-

tory used last becomes the default directory for the 

remainder of the session. 

 

 

Chapter 4:  FILE MENU COMMANDS 

4.1 NEW 

Selecting File | New resets all task parameters to 

their default values (Section 4.5) and changes the 

file name in the main title bar to "UNTITLED". If 

the current file was not previously saved, then a 

Dialog box appears asking if the current file should 

be saved; if the file is not saved, any changes to that 

file since its last save are lost. Choose NO to con-

tinue or YES to invoke the File Save As Dialog and 

save changes.  

4.2 OPEN  

To work with previously defined task parameters 

(posture, loads, etc.) saved in 3DSSPP Version 5.0  

choose File | Open.  Select the desired file and 

3DSSPP will then restore the program to the task 

settings in force at the time the file was last saved 

and will add default values for the features new to 

Version 6.  Files older than Version 5 are not sup-

ported. 

4.3 SAVE 

Choosing File | Save will save the current task set-

tings to the file name under which the file was last 

saved. If the task parameters have never been 

saved, choosing File | Save opens the same Dialog 

box used by File | Save As. 

Figure 4.1: File Menu 
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4.4 SAVE AS 

Choosing File | Save As will allow the current task 

settings to be saved under a new file name. Simply 

enter the desired file name. It will be given the ex-

tension of .tsk for “task” file. If the file name al-

ready exists, a Dialog box appears asking if the ex-

isting file is to be replaced with the new file. 

Choose the appropriate response. If NO, the previ-

ous Dialog box is reopened to allow a new file 

name to be entered. If YES, the existing file is 

overwritten. 

4.5 SET STARTUP TASK TO CUR-
RENT 

3DSSPP has the ability to save a set of input and 

view parameters as the “Startup Task.”  Selecting 

this option will cause 3DSSPP to save all current 

parameters (including joint angles, colors, window 

positions, reports open, hand loads, etc.) in a startup 

task file.  This file will be opened automatically 

whenever 3DSSPP loads.  Use this option to create 

a default workspace with commonly used parame-

ters. 

For example, if the you wish to always work 

with a different colored background or to start with 

a certain posture, then just create a new task and 

click “Set Startup Task to Current.” 

4.6 RESET STARTUP TASK 

Use this option to restore the startup task to the fac-

tory defaults— the same startup parameters that 

come with a new install of 3DSSPP. 

4.7 PRINT PREVIEW 

Selecting File | Print Preview opens the Windows 

Print Preview display (Figure 4.2). Print Preview 

displays the contents of the currently active window 

as it would be printed were the File | Print option 

selected. The following options are relevant to 

3DSSPP: 

Print: Prints the displayed window. 

Zoom in/Zoom out: Three levels of magnifica-

tion are possible: 25%, 50%, and 100%. 25% 

allows the entire page to be seen while 100% 

allows any text to be clearly read. Zooming 

in increases the magnification while zooming 

out decreases the magnification. 

Close: This option exits the Print Preview screen 

and returns to the prior view. 

Figure 4.2: Print Preview display 
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4.8 PRINT SETUP 

Selecting File | Print Setup displays the Windows 

Dialog box.  It will vary depending upon the ver-

sion of windows.  It will allow various printer op-

tions to be set. 

4.9 PRINT ACTIVE WINDOW 

Five printing options are possible in 3DSSPP: Print-

ing analysis screens and individual windows using 

the Print Active Window command, printing a se-

ries of reports using the Print Reports command, 

generating custom reports using the Copy-to-

Clipboard commands and a word processing pro-

gram, printing the Windows desktop, or printing the 

3DSSPP main program window. The first option 

will be discussed here. Instructions for printing a 

series of  reports can be found in Section 11.16. 

Printing by copying to the clipboard is found in 

Section 4.14. The final two printing options are 

found in Sections 4.10 and 4.11. In each case, print-

ing is handled through Windows, which does not 

support printing more than one window at a time. 

Please consult the Windows documentation for ad-

ditional details on these options.  

To print a specific view or report window make 

sure it is the active window (the window with the 

highlighted title bar). The selected window can be 

verified using the File | Print Preview command. 

To print the window choose File | Print Active 

Window. 

4.10 PRINT APPLICATION 

Selecting File | Print Application prints the 

3DSSPP main program window (Figure 3.1) as dis-

played at the time of selection. Printing begins 

without any further user input, relying instead on 

the default print settings. The process may be inter-

rupted by clicking on CANCEL in the print status 

box that appears onscreen. 

4.11 PRINT DESKTOP 

Selecting File | Print Desktop prints the contents of 

the screen at the time of selection using the default 

print settings. The process may be interrupted by 

clicking on CANCEL in the print status box that 

appears onscreen. 

4.12 COPY ACTIVE WINDOW 

Selecting File | Copy Active Window will place a 

picture of the selected window to the Windows 

clipboard.  Once copied, the picture can be pasted 

into drawing and publishing applications. 

4.13 COPY APPLICATION 

Selecting File | Copy Application will place a pic-

ture of the 3DSSPP program window on the Win-

dows clipboard.  Once copied, the picture can be 

pasted into drawing and publishing applications. 

4.14 COPY DESKTOP 

Selecting this menu option will copy a picture of 

the entire screen (including visible programs other 

than 3DSSPP) to the Windows clipboard.  Once 

copied, the picture can be pasted into drawing and 

publishing applications. 

4.15 PRINTING USING THE WINDOWS 
CLIPBOARD 

In this printing method, the Windows Clipboard is 

used as a translator between 3DSSPP and another 

Windows application, typically a word processor. 

After the 3DSSPP views are arranged (tiled) in the 
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For example, to copy the five view windows 

and the command bars into a Windows-based word 

processing program (Figure 4.3): 

1.  Arrange the windows as desired by clicking 

and dragging the borders to shrink each win-

dow and then by clicking and dragging on 

the title bars.  

2. Choose: File / Copy Application. 

desired format, the program window is copied to 

the clipboard by choosing File / Copy Application 

or File / Copy Desktop. Next, the operation is 

switched to the other Windows application and the 

Clipboard contents are pasted into the working area. 

Since the pasted 3DSSPP layout is treated as a 

graphic image, it can be manipulated within the 

other application as necessary to create a custom 

report. Please note that only one display can be cop-

ied to the Clipboard at one time. 

Figure 4.3: Sample report layout as printed through the Windows clipboard and a word processor 
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3. Switch to the word processing application; if 

not already running, load the word pro-

cessing application with an appropriate docu-

ment. 

4. Position the cursor in the word processor at 

the desired location and paste the Clipboard 

contents into the document. 

To copy an individual window including re-

ports to the word processor, 

1. Select the desired window or select a current-

ly displayed report. 

2. Choose: File / Copy Active Window. 

3. Switch to the word processing application; if 

not already running, load word processing 

application with an appropriate document. 

4. Position the cursor in the word processor at 

the desired location and paste the Clipboard 

contents into the document. 

Once the desired 3DSSPP data is pasted into 

the word processor, comments or a report body can 

be added and the entire report package printed at 

one time through the word processing application. 

4.16 EXIT 

Selecting File | Exit will end the program. If the 

current task parameters have been changed since 

the last save, a Dialog box will appear asking if 

changes to the file should be saved. Choose the ap-

propriate response: if YES, the file is saved (if the 

task parameters have never been saved, the File 

Save As Dialog box will appear); if NO, the pro-

gram terminates and the recent changes to the file 

are lost; and if CANCEL, the program continues 

running with the file currently opened. 
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Chapter 5:  EDIT MENU COMMANDS 

The Edit Menus (Figures 5.1 and 5.2) contain com-

mon editing related commands which are applicable 

to posture manipulation and/or animation frame 

manipulation. 

is also available in the 3-Views context menu and in 

the Body Segments Dialog. 

5.2 UNDO/REDO  FRAMES 

Selecting Undo Frame Add removes the re-

cently added frame and the Redo Frame Add will 

add the frame back.  These commands are applica-

ble to the animation frames in the 3D Dynamic 

Mode and can also be accessed from the Animation 

Frame Control Bar context menu. 

5.1 UNDO/REDO POSTURE CHANGES 

Selecting Undo Posture returns the posture to 

the previous posture if it exists.  The user can undo 

multiple posture changes and Undo will work for 

all posture changes, whether made by direct manip-

ulation, posture prediction, or directly through the 

Body Segment Angles Dialog.  The Undo com-

mand is also available in the 3-Views context menu 

and in the Body Segments Dialog. 

Selecting Redo Posture replaces the current 

posture with the most recently undone posture.  It 

also allows multiple levels and is only valid if the 

undo command has been used. Redo will work for 

all posture changes, whether made by direct manip-

ulation, posture prediction, or directly through the 

Body Segment Angles Dialog.  The Redo command 

Figure 5.1: Edit Menu 

Figure 5.2: Edit Menu 

5.3 FRAME CUT, COPY, AND PASTE 

The Frame Cut, Copy, and Paste commands 

are applicable to the animation frames in the 3D 

Dynamic Mode.  They can also be accessed from 

the Animation Frame Bar context menu. 
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The Task Input Menu (Figure 6.1) contains the Dia-

log boxes for specifying a description of the analy-

sis task, the main program controls, and the three 

major inputs required to use 3DSSPP: the worker 

anthropometry, posture, and load exertions for the 

task to be analyzed.  

There are three methods by which postures can 

be entered into 3DSSPP: the body segment angle 

method, the posture prediction method, and the di-

rect manipulation method. The body segment angle 

method requires the analyst to specify about 30 an-

gles for the body using the Task-Input | Body Seg-

ment Angle command. The posture prediction 

method requires the user to define the location of 

the hands in three dimensional space using the Pos-

ture Prediction Dialog. 3DSSPP then predicts a pos-

sible posture based on inverse kinematics and a 

posture preference algorithm. 

For either method, the user may adjust the pos-

ture further using the direct manipulation method 

by selecting a joint segment and indicating a new 

joint position by dragging to the location. Or, if de-

sired, direct manipulation may be used initially to 

explore various joint positions without using either 

of the other posture entry methods. 

6.1 DESCRIPTION 

Selecting Task-Input | Description allows the user 

to specify the name and other information relative 

to the task being analyzed and include additional 

comments about the task (Figure 6.2). The name 

and part of the comment field appear in the analysis 

report headers. . 

6.2 SET METRIC / ENGLISH UNITS 

This command toggles the units used for data entry 

and analysis results between the Metric and English 

systems. The current units are switched to the units 

specified in the displayed command. The default is 

English units. Any open windows will be updated 

immediately. 

 

 

Chapter 6:  TASK INPUT MENU COMMANDS 

Figure 6.1: Task-Input Menu 
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6.3  SET MODE 

This command toggles between the 3D Static and 

3D Dynamic entry mode. The 3D/3DD program 

icon at the top left corner of the program windows 

changes to indicate the current mode.  3D Static 

mode limits the input to a single task/posture analy-

sis with a more limited set of posture angles.  It is 

comparable to previous versions of the 3DSSPP. 

The 3D Dynamic mode offers the ability to enter 

multiple posture frames as in an animation of a 

task.  In addition new abilities to posture the head, 

shoulders, wrists, and legs are included as well as 

many other features. 

When switching from Dynamic to Static Mode, 

the body segment angles not enabled in Static Mode 

will be set to default values. 

6.4 GRAVITY 

This menu item will open a Dialog box that allows 

the user to alter the gravity factor that 3DSSPP uses 

in its calculations (Figure 6.3).  Several suggested 

alternative gravity values are provided.  Note that 

changing the gravity value will not affect external 

forces on the body—only the force caused by the 

weight of the body’s links. 

6.5 SUPPORT SELECTION 

This command opens the Support Selection Dialog, 

which controls standing and seated support parame-

ters (Figure 6.4).   

Use this Dialog to choose either a standing 

analysis or a seated analysis.  In the standing mode 

the program automatically estimates support forces 

for the feet in order to balance the bodyweight and 

other forces on the body.  In the seated mode the 

program can estimate additional support forces in-

cluding forces supporting the ischial tuberosities of 

the pelvis, the back of the upper legs above the 

knees, and the back of the torso. 

When in seated mode, the center of the meas-

urement coordinate system defaults to the Seat Ref-

erence Point (SRP).  The SRP is automatically cal-

culated from the intersection of the trunk and upper 

leg angles and is displaced perpendicular to the 

body segments by population factors which are  

fractions of stature. 

Figure 6.3: Gravity Dialog 

Figure 6.2: Task Description Dialog 
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6.5.1 Feet Support 

The user can specify which feet are supported.  

If two feet are chosen then the program will auto-

matically determine the load in each foot.  Other-

wise the full load is placed in the chosen foot.  The 

case of “No foot support” is only valid when the 

subject is seated.  In this case the feet are assumed 

to be “dangling” from the seat. 

6.5.2 Support Selection 

When seated mode is selected, the user can 

choose whether or not to include front seat pan sup-

port and whether or not to include support from a 

back rest.  If the front seat pan support is selected, 

then forces are applied to the back of the upper legs  

from the front edge of the seat pan.  This might be 

the case of an office type chair.  The length of the 

seat pan is set by population factors which are a 

fraction of stature.  If the front seat pan support is 

not selected, then the backs of the upper legs are not 

supported.  This might illustrate the use of a stool. 

  If the back rest is chosen, then the program 

will estimate the support applied to the torso by the 

back rest.  The back rest will only provide support 

if there is a negative X torso resultant moment.    

The height of the back rest can be adjusted as low 

as 7.5 inches from the Seat Reference Point (SRP).  

The tilt of the seat back is determined by the exten-

sion of the torso.  If the torso is flexed, then the seat 

back is positioned as if the torso was erect.  If the 

torso is flexed, then the seat back will provide no 

support. 

6.5.3 Seating Parameters 

Here the user can change the pelvic tilt.  The 

program estimates the pelvic tilt assuming a stand-

ing posture.  Additional tilt as when seated can be 

added.  Suggested “normal” values are displayed.  

The default values are 0 degrees for standing and –

15 degrees for seated. 

Figure 6.4: Support Selection Dialog 
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6.6 ANTHROPOMETRY 

Selecting Task-Input | Anthropometry opens the 

Anthropometry Dialog (Figure 6.5).  Use this Dia-

log to enter the desired anthropometry for the anal-

ysis.   

6.6.1 Gender 

The gender entry chooses between male and 

female anthropometry factors and strength data. 

6.6.2 Height and Weight 

This entry selects the method to be used to set 

the anthropometry: either 95th, 50th, 5th population 

or data entry to input a specific height and weight.  

The default is the 50th percentile. 

If the method to be used is data entry, move the 

cursor to the input fields and enter the height and 

weight.  If one of the percentiles is selected then the 

input fields contain the selected percentile height 

and weight. 

The default population heights and weights are 

taken from the 2005-2008 NHANES study (http://

www.cdc.gov/nchs/nhanes.htm) of US civilians 

ages 18 through 70. 

Extreme anthropometries have not been validat-

ed.  The data entry values acceptable for  height are 

53-81 inches (132-206 cm) and for weight are 100-

306 pounds (45.4-139 kg).  Body mass distributions 

are not altered for obese subjects and will lead to 

erroneous estimates of biomechanical factors. 

Figure 6.5: Anthropometry Dialog  
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Figure 6.6: Population Factors Dialog 

6.6.3 Shoes 

This section of the Dialog controls the addition 

of shoes and sets the shoe height.  The shoe height 

is included in all location measurements and appro-

priate calculations.  The default height is set at 25 

mm, Pheasant 2001. 

6.6.4 Basic Anthropometry Values 

This section of the Dialog lists the basic link 

length and weight values which will be used in the 

analysis.  The default basic values depend upon the 

chosen gender, body height, and body weight.  If 

the gender, height, or weight are changed, then the 

basic values will be reset to their default values.    

To alter the basic values after the gender, height, 

and weight have been set, un-check the use default 

values box and enter the basic values desired. 

6.6.5 Maintain Hand Positions 

If the Maintain Hand Positions box is checked 

when the anthropometry is changed, then the hand 

locations of the former posture will be unchanged 

in the new posture.  Note that for the hands to be in 

the same location, the posture must change if the 

body segment lengths have changed. 3DSSPP auto-

matically performs a posture prediction after the 

anthropometry is changed. 

6.6.6 Modify Population Factors 

The MODIFY POPULATIONS FAC-

TORS button is used to select an alternate set of 

anthropometry values including:  Stature, body 

weight, link lengths, link weights, link centers of 

gravity, and strength. The Population Dialog is 

shown in Figure 6.6. The values are for a US indus-

trial population as determined by the University of 

Michigan Center For Ergonomics. Sources includ-

ed: Dempster 1955, Drillis and Contini 1966, Chaf-

fin 1972, Tilley 1993, De Leva 1996, Pheasant 

2001, Durkin and Dowling 2003, and others. 

Note that the Population used in an analysis 

will be saved with the task data when an analysis is 

saved.  The current program Population will be set 

to this Population when the saved task is recalled.  

Use the RESET TO DEFAULT button to reset the 

current population factors back to the program de-

fault values. 

6.6.6.1 Open Population File 

The OPEN POPULATION FILE button is 

used to select a population file using the Windows 

Open File Dialog.  The anthropometric values con-

tained in the file are used in place of the program 

default values.  

6.6.6.2 Reset to Default Population 

The RESET TO DEFAULT button reinstates 

the program default anthropometric values. 
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6.6.7 Population Anthropometric Fac-
tors 

The 3DSSPP population anthropometric factors 

are set in the Population Editor Dialogs.  These Di-

alogs are used to create new population factor files 

which can be used in place of the default population 

factors in 3DSSPP.  The user should consult the 

text Occupational Biomechanics, Chaffin 2006, for 

information about population anthropometric fac-

tors. 

The main Dialog (Figure 6.8) is used to enter 

the Link Length, Link Mass, and Link Center of 

Mass values.  The link lengths and link masses are 

fractions to be multiplied by the stature or body 

weight.  The centers of mass are the fraction of the 

link length from the proximal to distal joint.   

Figure 6.8: Main Population Edit Dialog 

6.6.6.3 Edit Population 

The EDIT POPULATION FACTORS button 

is used to create new population  files.  A password 

is required to use this command and it is not recom-

mended for normal program users (Figure 6.7).  

The population factors are critical to the accuracy 

of the biomechanical analyses.  Most users should 

ignore the next section and skip to Section 6.7. 

Figure 6.7: Population Edit Access Dialog 
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6.6.7.1 Gender 

There are two sets of anthropometric factors; 

one for male and one for females.  The gender but-

tons are used to view and allow the entry of factors 

for each set. 

6.6.7.2 File Manipulation 

The Factors Name entry box and buttons near 

the top of the Dialog can be used to enter a name 

for a new set of factors and to save the factors in a 

file for later use.  The name of the factors is dis-

played on appropriate 3DSSPP output screens and 

reports. 

6.6.7.3 Feet and Hand Dimensions 

The FEET and HANDS buttons in the Lengths 

box open Dialogs for entering various feet and hand 

dimension (Figures 6.9 and 6.10).  More hand di-

mensions will be added in the future. 

6.6.7.4 Strength Means 

The strength means box contains three buttons 

which open Dialogs for entry of predicted joint 

strength values, actual joint strength values, and 

standard deviations of the joint strengths.  There are 

separate values for males and females as directed 

by the gender selection buttons on  the main editor 

Dialog. 

6.6.7.4.1 Predicted Value 

The Predicted Value Dialog (Figure 6.11)  con-

tains strength values from the strength prediction 

equations evaluated at the posture used to obtain the 

actual male and actual female population strength 

values.  These values must be hand calculated and 

the units must be the same as the units used for the 

actual population strength values.  Contact 3DSSPP 

technical support for assistance. 

6.6.7.4.2 Actual Value 

The Actual Value Dialog (Figure 6.12) contains 

the mean strength values from the measured popu-

lation.  These values are divided by the predicted 

values to calculate a scaling factor to be applied to 

the mean strength prediction equations for analyses.   

Figure 6.9: Dialog for feet dimensions 

Figure 6.10: Dialog for hand dimensions 
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Figure 6.11: Dialog of predicted strength values for twenty strengths 

Figure 6.12:Dialog of actual population strength values for twenty strengths 

6.6.7.4.3 Standard Deviation 

The Standard Deviation Dialog (Figure 6.13) 

contains the population standard deviations meas-

ured for each strength.  These are used to calculate 

the percentile strengths of the population and as-

sume a normal distribution. 
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6.6.7.5 Body Weight and Stature 

The EDIT MEANS AND STANDARD DE-

VIATIONS button opens the Dialog in Figure 

6.14.  These values are the current population 

height and body weight values used for 5th, 50th, 

and 95th percentile males and females.  The 

3DSSPP program default values are discussed in 

Section 6.6.2. 

Figure 6.13: Dialog of population strength standard deviations for twenty strengths 

Figure 6.14: Dialog for entry of population 
height and body weight values 

6.6.7.6 Posture Range of Motion Lim-
its 

The EDIT ROM LIMITS button opens the 

Dialog in Figure 6.15.  These values are the current 

posture range of motion limits. Alternative values 

can be entered. 

6.7 BODY SEGMENT ANGLES 

When using the body segment angles method for 

entering postures, 3DSSPP can model virtually any 

posture if the user enters the appropriate body seg-

ment angles described below. 

Care has been taken to make body segment an-

gle entry as consistent as possible. Nonetheless, the 

degrees of freedom require special attention for 

proper entry. Depending on what is being de-

scribed, the reference planes for some of these an-

gles differ. The program will, in certain cases, disal-

low an input if its error checking algorithm decides 

that the input exceeds a joint's range of motion. The 

angle definitions are given below. 

Note that the horizontal angles do not have 
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meaning when the arms or legs are perfectly verti-

cal and need not be entered in this case. 

6.7.1 Body Segment Angle Dialog  

Choosing Task-Input | Body Segment Angles 

indicates that the body segment angle method for 

posture entry is to be used and displays the Body 

Segment Angle Entry Dialog. The Dialogs for the 

3D Static and 3D Dynamic modes are shown in 

Figures 6.16 and 6.17.  The 3D Dynamic Mode in-

cludes additional angles to posture the clavicles,  

feet, and head. 

To use the body segment angle method for pos-

ture entry simply enter the body segment angles 

according to the definitions below.  To enter a value 

in a specific field, click on the field or use the TAB 

key to move from field to field. The field sequence 

using the TAB key is to move through the left side 

first, then the right side, and finally the trunk and 

head angles.  After entering values select the Apply 

or OK buttons to affect the posture change. 

If the posture is symmetric, enter the angles for 

one side and click on the SYMMETRY button to 

copy the values to the other side of the body. 

A body segment angle can also be altered using 

the increment buttons. Click on the angle value, 

then click on the increment value desired (1, 5, 10, 

15, 20, 25), finally click on the "+" to increase the 

value in steps of the increment selected or click on 

the "-" to decrease the value. The posture will re-

draw automatically to provide feedback as to the 

effect of the incremental posture change. Note that 

Figure 6.15: Posture Range of Motion Limits Dialog 
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the body segment angle changed is the angle high-

lighted in the "Limb Angles", "Trunk Angles" , or 

“Head Angles” section prior to using this feature. 

The Maintain Wrist Posture Angles when 

checked will maintain the hand posture relative to 

the forearm when the forearm angles are changed. 

The  Hand Angles button will open the  Hand Pos-

ture Dialog, see Section 6.8. 

Undo and Redo buttons are available for con-

venience and function as is standard. The NEU-

TRAL SIT/STAND button is also convenient to set 

the posture angles for either a neutral sitting or 

standing posture depending upon the current sup-

port mode. 

Figure 6.16: Body Segment Angles Dialog for 3D Static Mode 

Figure 6.17: Body Segment Angles Dialog for 3D Dynamic Mode 
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6.7.2 Body Segment Angle Depictions 
in Orthogonal-View (3-View) 
Windows 

When and angle entry box in the Body Segment 

Angles Dialog is selected a graphic depiction of the 

angle is displayed on the appropriate stick figures in 

the Three-View windows. This is a valuable help in 

understanding the angles and entering them correct-

ly.  

If a posture is entered such that a joint angle is 

outside the range of motion for the joint then the 

joint on the orthogonal-view graphic is set to red.  

See the Posture Report for range of motion limits. 

6.7.3 Body Segment Angles 

Most of the body segment angles are measured as 

global angles with respect to the horizon of  the en-

vironment.  The hand, lower arm, upper arm, clavi-

cle, upper leg, lower leg, and foot are all similarly 

described by two angles; a horizontal angle and a 

vertical angle. 

The trunk and  head are each similarly de-

scribed using three angles; flexion, lateral bend, and 

axial rotation.  They will be defined individually.  

The pelvis is allowed to tilt forward/backward 

or laterally and is described using global angles.  

The rotation of the pelvis about the vertical axis is 

not entered because the forward direction of the 

pelvis defines the “front” of the hominoid or the 

positive Y-axis.  The pelvis is the graphic root of 

the structure. 

6.7.3.1 Horizontal Angles 

Horizontal angles are measured between the 

body segment, or link, and the X axis while looking 

down onto the figure from overhead (Figure 6.18).  

Technically the angle is measured between the X 

axis and the projection of the link onto the horizon-

tal X-Y plane at the superior joint of the link.   

For example, the angle formed between the pro-

jected lower arm and the X axis constitutes the fore-

arm horizontal angle.  When the right forearm is 

aligned with the positive (+) X axis and the forearm 

is pointing away from the body to the right side, the 

angle is 0 degrees.  When the left forearm is aligned 

with the negative (-) X axis and the forearm is 

pointing away from the body to the left side, the 

angle is 0 degrees.  When either forearm is located 

in front of the X-axis, the angle is positive and is 

measured with respect to the X axis.   If the forearm 

crosses behind the X-axis, then the angle is nega-

tive.   

This horizontal angle measurement convention 

holds for the hand, lower arm, upper arm, upper leg, 

lower leg, and foot.  The X-Y plane for the hand is 

created at the wrist joint center, for the lower arm at 

the elbow, for the upper arm at the shoulder joint 

center, for the upper leg at the hip joint center, for 

the lower leg at the knee joint center, and for the 

foot at the ankle joint center. Hand posturing is cov-

ered in Section 6.8.   

Note that the horizontal angle does not have 

meaning when the body segment link is perfectly 

vertical (it has no projection onto the X-Y plane 

other than a point).  The horizontal angle need not 

be entered in this case. 
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Figure 6.18: Horizontal angle measurements 
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6.7.3.2 Vertical Angles 

Vertical angles are measured between the lower 

arm and the horizontal X-Y plane intersecting the 

superior joint of the link. This time instead of pro-

jecting the link line of the arm onto the plane we 

simply measure the angle between the link and the 

plane.  When the body segment is level with the 

joint, the link is on the plane and the joint angle is 0 

degrees. If the link is above the plane, then the ver-

tical angle is positive; if below, then the angle is 

negative (Figure 6.19). 

This vertical angle measurement convention 

holds for the hand, lower arm, upper arm, clavicle, 

upper leg, lower leg, and foot.  The measurement 

plane is the same as for the horizontal angle meas-

urement in each case.  Note that hand posturing is 

covered in Section 6.8.  

6.7.3.3 Upper Arm Humeral Rotation 

The shoulder joint is capable of three degrees of 

freedom.  The upper arm horizontal and vertical 

angles define the direction of the upper arm but not 

the axial rotation about the upper arm bones 

(humeral rotation). 3DSSPP automatically deter-

mines the humeral rotation from the relationship 

between the lower and upper arms. 

6.7.3.4 Upper Leg Femoral Rotation 

The hip joint, like the shoulder, is capable of 

three degrees of freedom.  The upper leg horizontal 

and vertical angles define the direction of the upper 

leg but not the axial rotation about the upper leg 

bone (femoral rotation). 3DSSPP automatically de-

termines the femoral rotation from the relationship 

between the lower and upper legs. 
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Figure 6.19: Vertical angle measurements 
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Figure 6.20:  Clavicle horizontal angles Figure 6.21: Clavicle vertical angles 

6.7.3.5 Clavicle Horizontal Angle 

The clavicle angles allow the shoulder joint 

itself to move with respect to the torso.  Adjustment 

of the clavicle angles is only available in the 3D 

Dynamic Mode. 

The clavicle horizontal angle is the angle 

formed between the clavicle and the lateral dimen-

sion of the torso when viewing down the spine.  

Thus it is an angle local to the spine. If the clavicle 

is rotated forward of the torso, then the angle is pos-

itive; if the clavicle is rotated backward, then the 

angle is negative. This convention holds for both 

the right and left clavicle horizontal angles (Figure 

6.20).  

6.7.3.6 Clavicle Vertical Angle 

The clavicle vertical angle is measured between 

the clavicle and the transverse plane intersecting the 

sternoclavicular joint. The transverse plane is per-

pendicular to the spine and so the angle is a local 

angle. When the clavicle is “above” the SCJ, the 

forearm vertical angle is positive; if below, the an-

gle is negative (Figure 6.21).  
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6.7.3.8 Trunk Lateral Bending Angle 

The trunk lateral bending angle is formed be-

tween the trunk axis and the Z-Y plane. If the torso 

is bent towards the positive X axis, the angle is pos-

itive. If the torso is bent toward the negative X axis, 

the angle is negative. Referring to Figures 6.23 a 

and b, note that this convention holds whether the 

torso is bent or erect. The range of motion for lat-

eral bending is limited to +/-40 degrees. 

6.7.3.7 Trunk Flexion Angle 

The trunk flexion angle is the angle between the 

projection of the trunk axis (the center of the hips to 

the center of the shoulders) onto the Z-Y plane and 

the positive Y axis (Figure 6.22). When standing 

straight, the trunk angle is 90 degrees. If the trunk is 

level with the horizontal plane (ground), the angle 

is 0°. If the trunk is flexed below the horizontal 

plane, the angle is negative. The range of motion 

for this angle should be such that the angle between 

the trunk and the upper legs is between 40 and 100 

degrees.   

Note that within the biomechanical model the 

trunk is formed by the pelvis and the torso links  

which are each assigned separate angles based on 

the entered trunk flexion angle according to  an al-

gorithm derived from empirical data (Anderson, 

1983).  The two links are visible in the human 

graphics in the display view windows. 

Figure 6.22: Trunk flexion angle 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 6.23: Lateral bending angle with 

stooped and non-stooped torsos 
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6.7.3.9 Trunk Axial Rotation Angle 

The trunk axial rotation angle is defined as the 

rotation of the torso about the axis formed by the 

line segment from the L5/S1 disc to the center of 

the shoulders. The rotation should be measured as 

the left shoulder location relative to the X axis. If 

the left shoulder is rotated behind the X axis, the 

angle is positive (Figure 6.24a). If the left shoulder 

is rotated in front of the X axis, the angle is nega-

tive (Figure 6.24b). In other words, for counter-

clockwise rotation, the angle is positive and vice 

versa. The range of motion for this angle is limited 

to +/-90 degrees. 

6.7.3.10 Pelvic Forward Rotation Angle 

Pelvic forward rotation is estimated by an algo-

rithm within the 3DSSPP.  However the angle can 

be altered in the Support Selection Dialog (Section 

6.5).  It is measured as the forward tilt of the pelvis 

about the centers of the hips (Figure 6.25).  Draw a 

line from the center of the hips to the L5S1 and de-

termine the angle between it and vertical.  The axis 

of rotation is the Y axis.  Forward rotation is posi-

tive for the purpose of the program Dialogs and 

reports.  Internally, according to the right hand rule, 

it would be negative. 

The seated pelvis is normally tilted backward 

more than estimated by 3DSSPP so an adjustment 

is required.  See the Support Selection Dialog 

(Section 6.5).  The amount of adjustment varies 

widely as subjects tend to “slump” by varying 

amounts. 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 6.24: Trunk positive axial rotation (a) 

and negative axial rotation (b) Figure 6.25: Forward tilt of the pelvis 
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6.7.3.11 Pelvic Lateral Tilt Angle 

Pelvic lateral tilt is the rotation of the pelvis 

from side to side (Figure 6.26).  The axis of rotation 

is the Y axis.  Rotation to the right, towards the 

positive X axis, is positive and to the left is nega-

tive.   

6.7.3.12 Pelvic Axial Rotation 

Pelvic axial rotation is the rotation of the pelvis 

about the Z axis.  From overhead counterclockwise 

rotation is positive.   

6.7.3.13 Head Flexion Angle 

The head flexion angle is a local angle meas-

ured with respect to the torso.  As the torso is 

moved the head will stay in the same relative posi-

tion.  The angle is measure between the axis of the 

head/neck and a line drawn directly forward of the 

upper torso in a transverse plane at the C7T1 spine 

level (Figure 6.27). 

Figure 6.26: Lateral tilt of the pelvis Figure 6.27: Head flexion angle 
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6.7.3.14 Head Lateral Bending Angle 

The head lateral bending angle is a local angle 

with respect to the torso.  As the torso is moved the 

head will stay in the same relative position.  The 

angle is measured between the axis of the head/

neck and the projection of the same axis on the sag-

ittal plane of the torso (Figure 6.28).  Bending to 

the left is negative and to the right is positive.  The 

range of motion for head lateral bending is limited 

to +/-40 degrees. 

6.7.3.15 Head Axial Rotation Angle 

The head axial rotation angle is a local angle 

measured with respect to the torso.  As the torso is 

moved the head will stay in the same relative posi-

tion.  The rotation is about the axis of the head/neck 

(Figure 6.29).  If the head is directed forward and 

symmetrical with respect to the torso, then the rota-

tion angle is zero.  Rotation to the right is negative 

and to the left is positive. 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 6.28: Head lateral bending angle 

(a) 

(b) 
Figure 6.29: Head positive axial rotation (a) 

and negative axial rotation (b) with torso rota-
tion 
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segment angles or by other means,  the relative 

hand orientation to the lower arm is kept constant.  

Thus the hand segment angles will be change as the 

lower arm is moved.  

The Set to forearm angles button will force the  

wrist to be straight and the hand will follow the an-

gle of the forearm. 

6.8.1 Hand Type 

The Hand Type box provides for the selection 

of various grasp types for the hominoid display.  

This does not currently affect biomechanical anal-

yses. Only the open hand is available at this time.  

6.8.2 Hand Segment Angles 

The hand angles allow manipulation of the 

wrist flexion and deviation and of the forearm rota-

tion (supination/pronation).  The hand segment is 

defined from the wrist center to the center of grasp. 

The angles are defined below.  

6.8 HAND POSTURE 

Selecting Task-Input | Hand Posture opens the 

Hand Posture Dialog (Figure 6.30). To manipulate 

the wrist simply enter the hand segment angles ac-

cording to the definitions below.  To enter a value 

in a specific field, click on the field or use the TAB 

key to move from field to field.  After entering val-

ues select the Apply or OK buttons to affect the 

posture change. 

If the posture is symmetric, enter the angles for 

one side and click on the SYMMETRY button to 

copy the values to the other side of the body. 

A NEUTRAL button can be selected to reset 

the wrist angles to neutral such that the hand will be 

in line with the lower arm. 

A hand segment angles can also be altered us-

ing the INCREMENT buttons. Click on the angle 

value, then click on the increment value desired (1, 

5, 10, 15, 20, 25), finally click on the "+" to in-

crease the value in steps of the increment selected 

or click on the "-" to decrease the value. The pos-

ture will redraw automatically to provide feedback 

as to the effect of the incremental posture change. 

Note that when the Maintain Wrist Posture An-

gles is checked in the Body Segment Angles dialog 

if the lower arm is reoriented by changing the body 

Figure 6.30: Hand Postures Dialog 
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6.8.2.1 Hand Segment Horizontal An-
gle 

The horizontal angle is measured while looking 

down onto the arm (such that the hand segment is 

projected onto the X-Y plane at the wrist).  The an-

gle formed between the hand segment and the X 

axis constitutes the horizontal angle (Figure 6.31).  

When the hand segment is aligned with the X axis 

and the hands are pointing away from and to the 

side of the body, the angle is 0 degrees.  When the 

Figure 6.31:  Hand segment  horizontal angles 

Figure 6.32: Hand segment vertical angle 

hand segment is pointing in front of the X-axis, the 

angle is positive.   If the hand segment crosses be-

hind the X-axis, then the angle is negative.  This 

convention holds for both the right and left horizon-

tal angles. 

Note that the horizontal angle does not have 

meaning when the hand segment is perfectly verti-

cal (it has no projection onto the X-Y plane other 

than a point) and need not be entered in this case. 

6.8.2.2 Hand Segment Vertical Angle 

The vertical angle is formed between the hand 

segment and the horizontal X-Y plane intersecting 

the wrist. When the hand is level with the wrist, the 

joint angle is 0 degrees. If the hand is above the 

wrist, the vertical angle is positive; if below, the 

angle is negative. For both the right and left hand  

vertical angles, the value of the angle increases as 

6.8.2.3 Hand Rotation Angle 

The hand rotation angle is a measure of the axi-

al rotation of the wrist about the bones of the fore-

arm and may be known as wrist supination/

pronation. The angle is a local angle measured with 

respect to the arm posture and its magnitude is diffi-

cult to estimate from observation. Therefore it is 

best to enter a value and adjust it until the hominoid 

appears correct. Technically the magnitude is the 

angle difference between the axis of the elbow and 

the flexion/extension axis of the wrist (Figure 6.33). 

the hand moves upward and decreases as the hand 

moves downward as indicated by Figure 6.32.  

Be aware that, in this convention, the origin of 

the horizontal plane is located at the wrist and is 

independent of arm angles and overall body pos-

ture. 
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Note that if the elbow included angle is 180, the 

elbow is straight, then the Hand Rotation Angle 

also affects the rotation of the upper arm, the hu-

meral rotation angle.  When the elbow is bent this 

angle is given by the orientation of the forearm with 

respect to the upper arm.  When the elbow is not 

bent, the humeral rotation is unknown.  In this case 

one half of the hand rotation angle is applied to the 

upper arm and one half to the lower arm. 

6.9 PRE-SET POSTURES 

Selecting Task-Input | Pre-Set Posture displays a 

list of postures (Figure 6.34)  that can be selected 

and applied to the hominoid.  These can be used as 

a starting point when entering postures via the body 

segment angles or other methods. 

6.10 POSTURE PREDICTION 

6.10.1 Introduction to the Inverse Kine-
matics Method of Posture Pre-
diction 

Choosing Task-Input | Posture Prediction indi-

cates the inverse kinematics method of posture entry 

is to be used. 

The concept of inverse kinematics is that if the 

positions of the hands relative to the feet can be 

specified, the positions of the other body joints and 

segments can be computed from algorithms based 

upon behavioral data. This means that in order to 

specify a posture, all that needs to be done is for the 

analyst to enter the positions of the hands, and the 

program will automatically “predict” the locations 

of the other body segments and joints. This predic-

tion is based on these hand locations, the anthro-

pometry of the worker, and the load at the hands. 

However, because the inverse kinematics algorithm 

is based upon regression equations, it yields the 

average posture a person would tend to take as a 

function of the hand locations and other task param-

eters. Obviously, because of behavioral, experien-

tial, and training differences between individuals, 

not everyone will assume the same posture when 

the hands are at the same location. However, pre-

dicting a posture from known hand locations is al-

ways a good starting point for an analysis, since the 

preferred posture generated by inverse kinematics 

Figure 6.33: Hand rotation angle 

Figure 6.34: Pre-Set Posture Dialog 
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algorithm is typically a reasonable posture for the 

sake of analysis. 

Once the starting posture is specified, the pos-

ture can be “fine-tuned” through “manipulating” or 

moving individual body joints or segments. Thus, 

in most cases, the general procedure employed 

when using the inverse kinematics method will be 

to first specify a starting posture by setting the loca-

tions of the hands, and then adjusting the posture by 

manipulating other joints of the body. No matter 

how much the rest of the body is manipulated, the 

hands will remain in the same position. 

6.10.2 Posture Prediction Dialog 

The Posture Prediction Dialog (Figure 6.35) is 

used to specify the positions of the hands relative to 

a point on the floor between the ankles.  

Note that the hand orientation helps the com-

puter decide upon elbow elevation. When the palm 

is prone (palm down), the elbow tends to be higher 

in the air. The elbow is lower when the hand is semi

-prone and is very low when the palm is supine 

(palm upward). A good rule of thumb is that if there 

is any doubt about the hand orientation, choose neu-

tral. If the palm is not completely pointing down or 

completely pointing up, the best choice is neutral.  

To use posture prediction enter the hand loca-

tions referenced to the Measurement Coordinate 

Center.  The Tab key can be used to move to each 

entry box. 

 Horizontal: refers to the distance from the 

reference point in the forward-backward di-

rection where forward distances are positive 

and backward distances are negative. 

 Vertical: refers to the vertical distance from 

the reference point where positive values are 

above the point and negative values are be-

low the point. 

 Lateral:  refers to the side-to-side distance 

from the center point where positive values 

are to the right and negative values are to the 

left of the subject. 

If the posture is symmetric, enter the angles for 

the right hand and click on the SYMMETRY but-

ton to copy the values to the left side. 

6.11 LOCKING MODE 

One way to enhance the direct manipulation posture 

entry method is by using segment locking. This fea-

ture allows certain body segments of the modeled 

posture to be “locked,” preventing the inverse kine-

Figure 6.35: Posture Prediction Dialog 
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locked, the legs will be “re-predicted” and the joint 

angles changed by the inverse kinematics algo-

rithm. Other segments and combinations can be 

locked. The locked joint markers change to hollow 

circles which cannot be selected for direct manipu-

lation.  The Locking Mode Dialog is shown in Fig-

ure 6.36 

6.12 HAND LOADS 

The Hand Loads Dialog is used to enter loads at the 

hands (Figure 6.37).  Please note that, in 3DSSPP, 

“hand load” refers to the load being applied TO 

the hand, not the load applied by the hand. A ver-

bal description of the action of each hand in re-

sponse to the load exerted on it is displayed to con-

firm the correct entry. Separate force magnitudes 

and directions are entered for each hand. The force 

directions may be entered using direct manipulation 

(Section 3.3.1). 

matics algorithm from changing the joint angles of 

those segments. For example, if the legs are in the 

desired posture, the legs should be locked before 

manipulating the hand positions. If the legs are not 

Figure 6.36: Locking Mode Dialog 

Figure 6.37: Hand Loads Dialog 
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The magnitude and angle values can be altered 

using the INCREMENT buttons. Click on the val-

ue to change, then click on the increment value de-

sired (1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25), and finally click on the 

"+" to increase the value in steps of the increment 

selected or click on the "-" to decrease the value. 

The biomechanical output values will update imme-

diately. 

In 3D Dynamic Mode loads will be applied to 

all selected frames.  See Chapter 10. 

6.12.1 Horizontal Hand Force Angle 

Illustrating the hand load force as a vector with 

its tail in the grip center of the hand and its arrow 

pointing in the direction of the force, the hand load 

horizontal angle is the angle between the X axis and 

the force vector when viewing the figure from over-

head (i.e. when the force vector is projected onto 

the X-Y plane). If the vector is directed forward of 

a vertical plane at the hand, the angle has a range of 

0 to 180 degrees. If the vector is directed behind a 

vertical plane at the hand, the angle has a range of 0 

to -180 degrees. For both hand vectors, 0° lies 

along the positive X axis. Refer to Figures 6.38 and 

6.39 for clarification. 

Note that the horizontal angle does not have 

meaning when the force direction is perfectly verti-

cal (it has no projection on to the X-Y plane other 

than a point) and need not be entered in this case. 

6.12.2 Vertical Hand Force Angle 

Assuming the hand force vector tail is in the 

grip center of the hand, the angle between the vec-

tor and the horizontal X-Y plane is the hand force 

vertical angle. If the vector is directed above the 

horizontal plane, the angle has a range of 0 to 90 

degrees. Should the vector be directed below the 

horizontal plane, the angle ranges from 0 to -90 de-

grees. Refer to Figure 6.40 for additional clarifica-

tion. 

Figure 6.38: Positive horizontal hand force vec-
tor angles 

Figure 6.39: Negative hand force vector hori-
zontal angles 
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6.13 ADVANCED HAND LOADS 

In addition to the Hand Loads Dialog, 3DSSPP pro-

vides the Advanced Hand Loads Dialog (Figure 

6.41) for component entry of hand loads.  To enter 

either a force or a torque for either hand, just enter 

the component forces or component torques, and 

SSPP will automatically compute the total torque or 

force.  The coordinate system is defined with the X-

axis extending laterally with positive to the subjects 

right. The positive Y-axis extends forward and the 

positive Z-axis extends vertically.  This forms a 

right-had coordinate system and the forces and mo-

ments are defined accordingly. 

In 3D Dynamic Mode loads will be applied to 

all selected frames.  See Chapter 10. 

Figure 6.40: Vertical hand force vector angles 
with right horizontal angle of 0° and left hori-

zontal angle of 180° 

6.13.1 Zero All 

This button will clear all the entered hand load forc-

es and torques.  

6.14 EXTERNAL APPLIED FORCES 
AND MOMENTS 

The External Applied forces and Moments Dialog 

box is used to enter loads at joints other than the 

hands (Figure 6.42).  Torques and forces can be 

applied to any listed joint (Elbows, Shoulders, 

L5S1, Hips, Knees, Ankles).  Use this functionality 

to simulate situations like leaning against a table 

(force on the hips) or carrying a backpack (force 

and torque on the shoulder). 

By default joint forces are displayed in the Or-

thogonal-View Windows.  To turn off the display of 

these joints, uncheck the 3-Views | Show Forces 

Menu option. 

In 3D Dynamic Mode loads will be applied to 

all selected frames.  See Chapter 10. 

6.14.1 Zero Current 

This button will zero the entered force and torque 

for the currently selected joint. 

Figure 6.41: Advanced Hand Loads Dialog 
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6.15.1 Batch File Format 

6.15.1.1 First Line of File 

The first line of all batch files must be: 

3DSSPPBATCHFILE # 

6.15.1.2 Command Structure 

All lines must have one and only one com-

mand. The command must begin with a com-

mand name, upper case only, and must end 

with the terminating character “#”. No charac-

ters should follow the terminating character.  

Blanks are used to delimit all commands, data 

items, and the terminating character. At least 

one blank must be used; additional blanks for 

visual organization are acceptable. 

The legal commands and their abbrevia-

tions are as follows: 

ANTHROPOMETRY (ANT) 

AUTOEXPORT  (AUT) 

COMMENT   (COM) 

DESCRIPTION  (DES) 

EXPORT   (EXP) 

FRAME   (FRM) 

HANDLOADS  (HAN) 

SEGMENTANGLES (JOA) 

SEGMENTANGLES V5 (JOI) 

POSTUREPREDICTION (PPR) 

PAUSE   (PAU) 

6.14.2 Zero All 

This button will clear the entered forces and torques 

on every joint—even those not currently shown.  

This button will not affect hand loads. 

6.15 RUN BATCH FILE 

The Run Batch File feature enables automatic anal-

ysis of tasks specified in a data file.  It is useful 

when many biomechanical analyses are to be per-

formed on data derived from another program.  The 

input data file must follow a specific format and 

must include all of the information normally speci-

fied for an analysis.  The results of the analyses are 

output to an export file (Section  11.17).  A log file 

is also produced.  Both file locations default to the 

folder containing the batch file. 

 

Figure 6.42: External Applied Forces and Mo-
ments Dialog 
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6.15.5 DESCRIPTION Command 

The DESCRIPTION command is used to 

set the analysis units and the three documenta-

tion fields which are normally entered under 

the Task Description Dialog.  The first data 

item is an integer, either 0 or 1, which sets the 

analysis units.  English is 0 and metric is 1.  

The remaining four data items are strings 

which must be enclosed in quotes.  They are 

the Task Name, Analyst Name, Analysis Com-

ment, and Company Name.  A typical descrip-

tion command line is as follows: 

DES   0  "Task Name"  "Analyst Name"  "Just 

some comments."  "Company" # 

6.15.6 EXPORT Command 

The EXPORT command initiates an analy-

sis and exports the results to the export file.  

The data exported and the format are controlled 

by the Export Output Summary Report com-

mand (Section 11.16).  The exported filename 

will be the  batch filename with the extension 

“.exp”. This command has no data items. 

EXP # 

6.15.2 ANTHROPOMETRY Command 

The ANTHROPOMETRY command is 

used to set the gender and anthropometry val-

ues for the subsequent analyses.  The first data 

item is an integer representing the gender;  

Male is 0 and Female is 1.  The second data 

item is an integer representing the percentile 

for height and weight; 95th is 0, 50th is 1, and 5th 

is 2.  If the percentile integer is 3 then the 

height and weight are set according the next 

two data items.  The third data item is the entry 

for Height and the last data item is the entry for 

Weight.  These are both floating point values.  

If the percentile data item is not 3 then the third 

and last data items are not used in the analysis 

and should be entered as zeros. 

ANT   0   3   65.5   150.2 # 

6.15.3 AUTOEXPORT Command 

The AUTOEXPORT command causes all 

subsequent ANT, HAN, JOA, JOI, and PPR 

commands to be followed by an analysis and 

exportation of result to the export file.  The da-

ta item is an integer digit representing the de-

sired state of the command.  On is 1 and off is 

0. 

AUT   1 # 

6.15.4 COMMENT Command 

The COMMENT command is used to docu-

ment the batch file and can be used as often as 

desired in the batch file.  It is ignored by 

3DSSPP.  An ordinary comment command 

might be entered as follows: 

COM   Anything you want to type to document 

your file. # 
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6.15.7 FRAME Command 

The FRAME command specifies the pro-

gram’s current frame.  Subsequent batch com-

mands will operate on this frame. If the frame 

command is not used in a batch file then all 

commands will apply to the current frame be-

fore starting the batch file. Parameters for the 

FRAME command include: 

+ n  move n frames forward 

- n move n frames backward 

  n move to frame n 

FIRST  move to first frame 

LAST  move to last frame 

There must be spaces between the command 

and the  parameter.  There must also be a space be-

tween the operator (+ or -) and the frame number 

(n). 

FRM LAST # 

FRM + 1 

FRM 5 

6.15.8 HANDLOADS Command 

The HANDLOADS command is used to 

input the magnitude and direction of the loads 

on each hand for the subsequent analyses.  The 

magnitude data items are floating point values 

and the angle data items are integers.  The val-

ues must be specified in the following order:  

Left magnitude, left vertical angle, left horizon-

tal angle, right magnitude, right vertical angle, 

and right horizontal angle. 

HAN   15.5   -20   85   22.2   -15   80 # 

6.15.9 PAUSE Command 

The PAUSE command causes a pause after 

all subsequent analyses.  The data item is an 

integer representing the desired length of the  

pause in milliseconds.  If the integer given is 0, 

then a message window is displayed instructing the 

user to  click to continue.   

PAU   0 # 

6.15.10 POSTURE PREDICTION Com-
mand 

The POSTUREPREDICTION command 

performs a posture prediction using the hand 

locations as in the programs posture prediction 

command.  The values to be entered and their 

order are: : Left hand horizontal location, left hand 

vertical location, left hand lateral location, right 

hand horizontal location, right hand vertical loca-

tion, right hand lateral location, and Hand Orienta-

tion. The units can be either inches or cm and will 

be interpreted depending upon the units mode of the 

program when the batch file is run.  The Hand Ori-

entation value must be either 0,1, or 2 correspond-

ing to pronated, neutral, and supinated. 

PPR 15.8  25.8  -6.7  15.8  35.8  6.7  1 #  
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6.15.12 SEGMENTANGLES Command 
for Version 5 Angle Definitions 

3DSSPP Version 5 used different body seg-

ment angle definition for the legs.  This com-

mand is has been retained to support older 

batch files.  New batch files should use the JO6 

command to specify the posture.  All of the val-

ues are integers and the data items are input in 

the order of left side, right side, and trunk.  

Specifically:  Forearm left horizontal, forearm 

left V, upper arm left horizontal, upper arm left 

vertical, upper leg left vertical, lower leg left 

vertical, forearm right horizontal, forearm right 

vertical, upper arm right horizontal, upper arm 

right vertical, upper leg right vertical, lower leg 

right vertical, trunk flexion, trunk rotation, and 

trunk bending. 

JOI   85 -25 10 -80 145 70 70 -20 5 -85 140 70 

40 -5 10 # 

6.15.11 SEGMENTANGLES Command 

The SEGMENTANGLES command is used 

to enter the posture segment angles as listed in 

the Segment Angles Menu Dialog for subse-

quent analyses.  (See the next command for 

compatibility with Version 5 batch files.)  All 

of the values are integers and the data items are 

input in the order of left side, right side, and 

trunk.  Specifically: Hand left horizontal, hand 

left vertical, hand left rotation, forearm left hor-

izontal, forearm left vertical, upper arm left 

horizontal, upper arm left vertical, clavicle left 

horizontal, clavicle left vertical, upper leg left 

horizontal, upper leg left vertical, lower leg left 

horizontal, lower leg left vertical, foot left hori-

zontal, foot left vertical, hand right horizontal, 

hand right vertical, hand right rotation, forearm 

right horizontal, forearm right vertical, upper 

arm right horizontal, upper arm right vertical, 

clavicle right horizontal, clavicle right vertical, 

upper leg right horizontal, upper leg right verti-

cal, lower leg right horizontal, lower leg right 

vertical, foot right horizontal, foot right verti-

cal, head flexion, head rotation, head lateral 

bending, neck flexion, neck rotation, neck lat-

eral bending, trunk flexion, trunk rotation, 

trunk lateral bending, pelvis rotation, and pelvis 

lateral bending. 

JOA 110 -10  40  85 -25  10 -80 -20  15  90 -35 -

90 -70  95   0  70 -10 -40  70 -20   5 -85 -20  

15  90 -40 -90 -70  85   0  80  10  10   0   0   0  

40  -5  10    0   0 # 
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6.15.13 Example Batch File 

3DSSPPBATCHFILE # 

COM # 

DES 0 "Sample Batch" "Suzy Anybody" "Nothing very meaningful" "Company" # 

AUT 0 # 

PAU 0 # 

ANT 1 3 64.2 115.0 # 

JOA 110 -10  40  85 -25  10 -80 -20  15  90 -35 -90 -70  95   0  70 -10 -40  70 -20   5 -85 -20  15  

90 -40 -90 -70  85   0  80  10  10   0   0   0  40  -5  10    0   0 # 

HAN 15 -20 85  22 -15 80 # 

EXP # 

COM # 

COM # 

COM Enable auto export and do 5 different hand loads # 

AUT 1 # 

DES 0 "Loads A" "Suzy Anybody" "Hand loads case A" "Company" # 

HAN 15 -20 85  15 -15 80 # 

DES 0 "Loads B" "Suzy Anybody" "Hand loads case B" "Company" # 

HAN 20 -20 85  20 -15 80 # 

DES 0 "Loads C" "Suzy Anybody" "Hand loads case C" "Company" # 

HAN 25 -20 85  25 -15 80 # 

DES 0 "Loads D" "Suzy Anybody" "Hand loads case D" "Company" # 

HAN 30 -20 85  30 -15 80 # 

DES 0 "Loads E" "Suzy Anybody" "Hand loads case E" "Company" # 

HAN 35 -20 85  35 -15 80 # 

COM # 

COM # 

COM Do the 3 different percentiles for female with English output # 

COM Note: For values of percentile not equal to 3, the height and weight # 

COM      data entries are ignored and may be anything readable (here set to 0) # 

COM #  

DES 0 "Anthro A" "Suzy Anybody" "Female 5th" "Company" # 

ANT 1 2 0 0 # 

DES 0 "Anthro B" "Suzy Anybody" "Female 50th" "Company" # 

ANT 1 1 0 0 # 

DES 0 "Anthro C" "Suzy Anybody" "Female 95th" "Company" # 

ANT 1 0 0 0 # 

6.16 OPERATION OF 3DSSPP FROM 
WITHIN ANOTHER PROGRAM 

Version 6 can be configured such that the 3DSSPP 

calculations can be used within another program.  

The model calculations are contained in a dll and it 

requires a special licensed from the University of 

Michigan. 
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The Display Menu (Figure 7.1) contains the Dialog 

boxes for controlling the program display window. 

Automatic tiling of the default five window ar-

rangement can be enabled or disabled, or the pro-

gram can be tiled on command. In addition the 

Message Bar can be displayed or hidden. 

7.1 AUTO TILE 

If the Auto Tile command is checked, then the 

standard 3 over 2 arrangement of the view windows 

will be reset when ever the program window is 

sized.  If  an alternative arrangement of the view 

windows is desired, then the Auto Tile feature 

should be disabled. To enable or disable simply 

click on the command. 

7.2 TILE NOW 

If the Tile Now command is selected the view win-

dow tiling will be reset to the standard 3 over 2 ar-

rangement. 

7.3 STATUS BAR 

This command controls the appearance of the Mes-

sage Bar.  The Message Bar displays various help 

and error messages.  It is displayed if the command 

is checked and hidden if it is not checked. To check 

or uncheck simply click on the command. 

 

 

Chapter 7:  DISPLAY MENU COMMANDS 
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7.4 STRENGTH LIMITS 

The strength limits shown on the screens and used 

in the reports are set in the Strength Limits Dialog 

(Figure 7.2).  The default values are from NIOSH, 

(Section 1.3.1.1).  Custom upper and lower limits 

for males and female can easily be entered. 

7.5 MEASUREMENT COORDINATE 
SYSTEM ORIGIN 

The center of the measurement coordinate system 

can be set using the Measurement Coordinate Sys-

tem Origin Dialog (Figure 7.3). Changing the center 

will alter all of the entered, displayed, and reported 

location values.  The default center for standing 

mode cases is at the center of the feet. (Center of 

the ankles projected downward to the floor support 

of the lowest foot.) For seated mode cases the de-

fault center is at the Seat Reference Point (SRP).  

Center locations other than the default can be set 

using the Dialog.    

Figure 7.3: Measurement Coordinate System Origin Dialog 

Figure 7.2: Strength Limits Dialog 
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7.6 WINDOW DISPLAY SELECT 

The Window command (Figure 7.4) can be used to 

hide or display the main program windows.  If a 

window is accidently closed by selecting a title bar 

box, then it can be re-displayed using this com-

mand.   

Figure 7.4: Windows Display Select 
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The 3-Views Menu (Figure 8.1) contains the Dialog 

boxes for controlling the display attributes of the 

three Orthogonal-View Windows. These windows 

may be rearranged and manipulated as desired by 

the analyst. The Orthogonal-View Windows consist 

of three views: top view (horizontal plane), front 

view (frontal plane), and right side view (sagittal 

plane). When a new task file is opened, the default 

layout locates the top view in the top left window, 

the front view in the top center window, and the 

side view in the top right window. The figures, rep-

resenting the posture being modeled, are drawn to 

scale according to the selected anthropometry and 

include force direction arrows when applicable 

(force vectors which are perpendicular to the plane 

of the screen are not drawn). 

These are the only windows in which direct 

manipulation can be used to adjust the modeled 

posture; in addition, direct manipulation can only 

be used when the figures are displayed as stick fig-

ures.  

8.1 SHOW FORCES 

Selecting 3-Views | Show Forces allows the user to 

toggle the display of joint and hand forces in the 

Orthogonal-View Windows. 

8.2 COLORS 

Selecting 3-Views | Colors brings up a Dialog box 

(Figure 8.2) that allows the user to change the color 

of elements in the Orthogonal-View Windows.  To 

change any color, simply click the corresponding 

button and use the Color Selection Dialog box to 

choose a new color. 

 

 

Chapter 8:  ORTHOGONAL-VIEW (3-VIEWS) 

MENU COMMANDS 

Figure 8.1:  3-Views Menu Figure 8.2:  3-Views Colors Dialog 
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Chapter 9:  OBLIQUE-VIEW MENU COMMANDS 

The Oblique-View Menu (Figure 9.1) contains the 

Dialog boxes for controlling the display attributes 

of the Oblique-View Window. While the orthogo-

nal-views are useful for viewing vertical and hori-

zontal angles for data entry, they do not offer an 

accurate means of comparing the final posture to 

photographs or video of the actual worker perform-

ing the task. 3DSSPP provides this user-defined 

oblique-view utilizing a Graphic Human Model. 

This view simplifies the process of comparing the 

modeled posture to photographs and aids in accu-

rately representing the actual task. 

In the Oblique-View Window the human figure 

may be viewed from any distance and view angle. 

Additionally, a camera focal length can be simulat-

ed which changes the perspective in the scene. This 

is very useful when comparing the modeled posture 

to photographs taken with different focal length 

lenses since different focal lengths produce differ-

ent perspective distortions. These can be matched 

by setting the focal length to match the camera us-

ing the Oblique-View | Camera command. 

The Oblique-View Window can also enhance 

posture evaluation and realism if environment ob-

jects are used. 3DSSPP provides three different 

kinds of objects that can be placed in the figure’s 

immediate environment: a hand-held object (cube, 

sphere, or cylinder), a barrier (vertical wall or hori-

zontal table), and a floor. The barrier can be user-

defined for length and width as well as positioned 

using a cylindrical coordinate system centered on 

the human figure. 3DSSPP automatically fits the 

handheld object to the space between the figure’s 

hands and always centers the hands on the sides of 

the hand-held object.  If the task being modeled 

involves an asymmetrically held object, the oblique

-view image will not match the actual task. This is a 

function of the graphics display and has no bearing 

on the biomechanical analyses. 

9.1 HUMAN FIGURE 

Figure 9.1: Oblique-View Menu 
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Selecting Oblique-View | Human Figure displays a 

dialog box (Figure 9.2) which allows the user to 

select the following display options relevant to the 

human figure. 

9.1.1 Model Type 

Two graphic models of the human figure are 

provided. The default is to display the Flesh figure 

model.  The Wireframe figure model is transparent 

and shows the surface elements (quadrangles) used 

in both figure models. 

9.1.2  Enable Shoes 

This selection applies shoes to the oblique display 

of the human model. It makes no difference to the 

calculations or results. 

9.1.3  Clothing Color 

These buttons allow the user to change the color of 

the hominoid’s apparel.  Individual  colors can be 

specified for shirts and pants for both  males and 

females. 

9.1.4 Skin Color 

Figure 9.2: Oblique-View Hu-
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The figure’s skin can be changed to any color.  The 

current skin color is displayed in the color box.  To 

change the color, click “Skin Color” button and 

select a new color using the provided dialog box. 

9.2 ENVIRONMENT 

Selecting Oblique-View | Environment displays a 

dialog box (Figure 9.3) which allows the user to 

select the following display options relevant to en-

vironment objects. This feature is provided to aid 

the analyst in matching postures to photographs or 

video images. However, physical interaction be-

tween the environment items and the human figure 

is not calculated nor are analysis results affected by 

the presence or absence of environment objects. 

9.2.1 Floor 

This object (Figure 9.4) has fixed dimensions and is 

automatically positioned beneath the figure’s feet. 

Click on the box to insert or remove the floor from 

display. 

9.2.2 Handheld Object 

Be aware that 3DSSPP always positions the hand-

held object between the hands with the hands cen-

tered on the sides of the object: if the task being 

modeled involves an asymmetrically held object, 

the modeled image will not match the actual task. 

The inclusion of the hand-held object on the 

graphics display has no bearing on the biomechani-

cal analyses and is only included for realistic ap-

pearance. 

Type: Four object options are available - 

none, cube, cylinder, or sphere. The object is 

automatically positioned at the midpoint of 

the hands and scaled to fill the space between 

the hands. The default is no object. 

Height: With this field, the vertical dimen-

sion of the handheld object is specified in 

inches or centimeters, depending on the units 

currently selected. The vertical dimension is 

measured from the bottom to top of the ob-

ject at its largest cross section.  

Depth:  With this field, the horizontal 

(forward-backward) dimension of the 

handheld object can be specified in inches or 

centimeters, depending on the units currently 

selected. The horizontal dimension is meas-

ured from the front of the object (farthest 

side from the figure) to its back (closest side 

to the figure) along a line that lies in the 

global horizontal plane and is perpendicular 

to the line connecting the hand centers. In the 

three-dimensional display, typically appears 

as the “depth” of the object when the figure 

is viewed from the side. 

Figure 9.3: Oblique-View Environment 
Dialog 
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9.2.3 Barrier 

A barrier represents either a wall or a table as a thin 

plate of user-defined thickness. A wall and a table 

cannot be displayed simultaneously. The barrier 

may be repositioned if it appears to be in contact 

with the humanoid. The “Distance”, “Elevation”, 

and “Azimuth” input fields refer to a cylindrical 

coordinate system with the origin at the center of 

the feet at the height of the lowest foot.  The central 

axis points up vertically and the angle reference line 

projects straight ahead from the figure. 

Type:  Three barrier options are available - none, 

wall, and table. Only one barrier can be dis-

played at a time and the default is no barrier. 

The wall type is oriented vertically and al-

ways faces the figure. The table type is ori-

ented horizontally with its inner edge always 

facing the figure. 

Length:  This field specifies the barrier’s left-to-

right horizontal dimension. This dimension 

appears the same and is measured the same 

for either the wall or the table barrier types. 

Width:  This field allow the user to specify the 

barrier’s vertical dimension as a wall or its 

horizontal front-to-back dimension as a table.  

Thickness: This field allows the user to specify 

thickness of the barrier. 

Distance: This input field specifies the radial 

distance of the barrier from the hominoid’s 

central vertical axis. For both the wall and 

the table, this dimension is measured hori-

zontally from the vertical axis of the cylindri-

cal coordinate system to the barrier’s center 

(see above). 

Azimuth: This input field specifies, in degrees, 

the angular position of the barrier’s center 

with respect to a reference line projecting 

straight out in front of the hominoid from the 

feet center point. Facing the hominoid from 

the front, positive azimuth values move the 

barrier to the viewer’s right (the figure’s left) 

in a circular arc centered on the cylindrical 

coordinate system’s vertical axis. Negative 

azimuth values move the barrier around to 

the viewer’s left. The range of azimuth val-

ues is -180 to 180 degrees. 

Elevation: For both the wall and the table, this 

input field asks for the dimension measured 

vertically from the origin to the barrier’s top 

surface.  

9.2.4 Color 

Environment items can be displayed in any col-

or including a separate color for the outline. 

Figure 9.4: Example of Oblique-View environment 
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9.3 CAMERA 

For viewing the figure, the human graphic display 

uses a camera metaphor. Viewing position is 

changed by moving toward or away from the figure 

(changing radius); circling around the figure to the 

right or left (changing rotation); or circling up and 

over or down and under the figure (change in verti-

cal tilt). As this movement occurs, the camera re-

mains directed on the figure’s hips and always up-

right (e.g., does not roll). In addition, the figure can 

be made to appear larger or smaller by increasing or 

decreasing the camera’s focal length, similar to us-

ing a zoom lens.  3DSSPP provides the camera met-

aphor for more exact matching of hominoid pos-

tures to photographs or video. 

Selecting Oblique-View | Camera displays a dialog 

box (Figure 9.5) which allows the user to select the 

following model viewing options. 

Focal Length:  This field specifies the camera’s 

focal length. High focal length values magnify and 

flatten the image, low values make the image small-

er and distorted.  

Distance: This field specifies the radial distance 

of the camera’s film plane to the center of the fig-

ure’s hips. 

Vertical Tilt This field specifies the vertical 

angle of the camera in degrees. Vertical tilt is a 

measure of the angle from the horizontal plane at 

which the object is being observed. Ranging from -

89° to 89°, 0° is at waist level looking at the object 

and 89° is directly overhead looking down on the 

object. 

Rotation: This field specifies the angle from a 

vertical plane separating the left and right halves of 

the object from which it is being observed. Ranging 

from -180 to 180 degrees, 0 degrees is looking di-

rectly at the front of the figure while 90 degrees is 

looking at the figure’s left side (observer’s right 

side). 

The camera view can be adjusted using the 

mouse by clicking and dragging in the Oblique-

View Window (Section 3.3). 

9.4 BACKGROUND 

Selecting Oblique-View | Background allows the 

user to set the background of the Oblique-View 

Window for the task being analyzed to either a solid 

color or a digital image (Figure 9.6).  

9.4.1 Image 

Click on Browse to load a digital image file and set 

it as the background for the oblique window.  The 

Windows file input dialog will appear.   Select an 

image file and click Open.  Currently supported file 

types include:  gif, ico, and jpeg.  Be sure the Use 

Image box is checked and select Apply. The digital 

image will appear in the background of the oblique 

window.  The Graphic Human Model will be visi-

ble on top of the image.  Choose either Center or 

Stretch to adjust the view of the image. 

Figure 9.5: Oblique-View Camera Dialog 
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9.4.2 Color 

If a background image is not selected then the back-

ground is set as a solid color.  The solid color can 

be changed by clicking on Select Color.  The Win-

dows colors dialog will appear and a new color can 

be selected or created. 

9.4.3 Figure Transparency 

The transparency of the figure can be controlled to 

all the digital photo image to appear through the 

figure. Adjust the slider to achieve the desired ef-

fect. 

9.5 LIGHTING 

The Lighting Dialog (Figure 9.7) controls the shad-

ing of the hominoid.  Automatic shading can be 

selected by checking the “Use fixed 3-point lighting 

scheme” button.  The light intensity can then be 

chosen for the desired effect.  The Single-Point 

Figure 9.7: Oblique-View Lighting Dialog 

Figure 9.6: Oblique-View Background Dialog 

lighting is another option to control the positioning 

of a single light source illuminating the hominoid. 
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Chapter 10:  ANIMATION MENU COMMANDS 

The Animation Menu (Figure 10.1) contains com-

mands to enter a series of frames into 3DSSPP.  

The frames are assumed to be a sequence of pos-

tures forming an animation of a motion, but they 

could just be a collection of static postures.  The 

menu is only available in 3D Dynamic mode 

(Section 6.3).   

10.1 FRAME PARAMETERS FOR BIO-
MECHANICAL ANALYSES 

Most 3DSSPP parameters are global and apply to 

all frames.  Others are local and can be specified for 

each frame individually.  The local parameters are 

listed in Table 10.1.  The local parameters are pos-

ture angles and loads on the body.  This means that 

the forces on the body can be changed during a sim-

ulated motion.  Nothing else besides posture and 

loads can be changed from frame to frame. 

Table 10.1 — Local Per-Frame Parameters   

Body segment angles 

Hand posture angles 

Hand type 

Hand forces, (x, y, z) 

Hand torques, (x, y, z) 

External applied forces and moments 

10.2 ANIMATION FRAME CONTROL 
BAR 

In 3D Dynamic mode the animation frames are de-

picted on the Animation Frame Control Bar at the 

bottom of the program window (Figure 10.2) and 

appear as a frame timeline.  The frame number is 

below the timeline and the time in seconds is above.   

Frames may or may not be defined with entered 

data.  Upon default startup only frame one will con-

tain data.   Each numbered animation frame gener-

ates a biomechanical analysis specific to the posture 

and other information contained in the frame.  To 

display and analyze a frame simply select it by 

Figure 10.1: Animation Menu 
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clicking with the mouse.  The right and left cursor 

arrow keys can be used to scroll through the frames 

as well.  Use the SHIFT key to select multiple 

frames. The loads can be changed for a selection of 

frames. 

The frames shown on the Frame Control Bar 

are color coded.  Green frames are key frames en-

tered by the user.  Pink frames are predicted using 

interpolation.  Orange frames are predicted using 

the Reach Motion Prediction algorithm.  Undefined 

frames are blank. 

10.2.1 Playing Animation Frames 

The defined, or entered, frames can be viewed like 

an animation by using the “player” on the left side 

of the Animation Frame Control Bar.  The player 

controls include Go to Start, Step Backward, Play 

Backward, Pause, Play Forward, Step Forward, and 

Go to Last.  They behave as expected. 

10.2.2 Animation Context Menu 

The Animation Frame Control Bar context 

menu will appear when the bar is right clicked 

(Figure 10.3).  This menu allow the editing of the 

frame time-line including.  Other animation related 

commands are also available as buttons (Section 

10.2.3) or in the Animation Menu. 

10.2.3 Animation Edit Buttons 

Two buttons are available at the right end of the 

bar to help add and delete frame from the timeline.  

These are in addition to the editing commands 

available in the context menu (Section 10.2.2). 

10.2.4 Inserting a String of Blank 
Frames 

A special command is available to insert a se-

ries of frames into the timeline.  Place the mouse 

cursor between two frames and click on the down-

ward arrow the appears.  The box shown in Figure 

10.4 will allow frames to be inserted at the point of 

the arrow.   

Clicking on the arrow and dragging it to the 

right will automatically insert frames and do a line-

ar interpolation between the original two frames. 

Figure 10.2: Animation Frame Control Bar 

Figure 10.3: Animation Context Menu 
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10.3 IMPORT LOCATION FILE 

The Animation | Import LOC File command al-

lows the entry of a special file of frames of body 

joint center locations (X,Y,Z).  The format must be 

as follows: 

Value Anatomical Location Attribute 

   

1 - 3 Top Head Skin Surface 

4 - 6 L. Head Skin Surface 

7 - 9 R. Head Skin Surface 

10 - 12 Head origin Virtual point 

13 - 15 Nasion Skin Surface 

16 - 18 Sight end Virtual point 

19 - 21 C7/T1 Joint Center 

22 - 24 Sternoclavicular Joint Joint Center 

25 - 27 Suprasternale Skin Surface 

28 - 30 L5/S1 Joint Center 

31 - 33 PSIS Joint Center 

34 - 36 L. Shoulder Joint Center 

37 - 39 L. Acromion Skin Surface 

40 - 42 L. Elbow Joint Center 

43 - 45 L. Lat. Epicon. of Humer. Skin Surface 

46 - 48 L. Wrist Joint Center 

49 - 51 L. Grip Center Virtual point 

52 - 54 L. Hand Skin Surface 

55 - 57 R. Shoulder Joint Center 

58 - 60 R. Acromion Skin Surface 

61 - 63 R. Elbow Joint Center 

64 - 66 R. Lat. Epicon. of Humer. Skin Surface 

67 - 69 R. Wrist Joint Center 

70 - 72 R. Grip Center Virtual point 

73 - 75 R. Hand Skin Surface 

76 - 79 L. Hip Joint Center 

79 - 81 L. Knee Joint Center 

82 - 84 L. Lat. Epicon. of Femur Skin Surface 

85 - 87 L. Ankle Joint Center 

88 - 90 L. Lateral Malleolus Skin Surface 

91 - 93 L. Ball of Foot Virtual point 

94 - 96 L. Metatarsalphalangeal Skin Surface 

97 - 99 R. Hip Joint Center 

100 - 102 R. Knee Joint Center 

103 - 105 R. Lat. Epicon. of Femur Skin Surface 

106 - 108 R. Ankle Joint Center 

109 - 111 R. Lateral Malleolus Skin Surface 

112 - 114 R. Ball of Foot Virtual point 

115 - 117 R. Metatarsalphalangeal Skin Surface 

(Bold named values are required for 3DSSPP.) 

10.4 PREDICT REACH MOTION 

The Animation | Predict Reach Motion command 

can be used to predict and enter a reach type motion 

as a sequence of frames.   The prediction is based 

upon data collected and analyzed at the U of Michi-

gan Center for Ergonomics under the Human Mo-

tion Simulation (www.HUMOSIM.org)  research 

project (Faraway, et al., 2000 and 2003).  A func-

tional regression approach was taken to analyze 

approximately 17,000 reaching and transfer tasks 

demonstrated by male and females of varying stat-

ure and age.  The model is known as HUMOSIM 

M1 and was the first attempt to model the collected 

motion database.   

The motions in the database were seated and 

standing pointing reach motions and seated and 

standing transfer motions with one or two hands.  

The motions included both reach and return from 

target locations spread around the reach envelop.  

For the transfers the motions were divided into four 

phases: reach to place the object, return to home 

without object, reach to get object, and return to 

home with object.  The “home” location was a natu-

ral hand location in front of the subjects waist.  For 

seated driving cases it was a natural steering wheel 

hand location posture. 

In addition to the HUMOSIM MI model the 

prediction dialog allows a motion to be predicted 

using linear interpolation between the body seg-

ment angles of two entered postures.  The two en-

tered postures could also be predicted using the 

static posture prediction capability of 3DSSPP. 

Figure 10.4: Animation frame insert function 
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10.4.1 Dialog for HUMOSIM Motion Pre-
diction—Standing or Seated 
Mode 

The Predict Reach Motion Dialog using the 

HUMOSIM model is shown in Figure 10.5.  The 

three graphic displays at the top of the dialog dis-

play the starting posture, the created motion, and 

the ending posture.  These displays can be set to 

display either the oblique figure or one of the 3-

View figures (Figure 10.6).  The starting and end-

ing postures can be predicted or specified from pre-

viously created frames.  Using the middle display 

the user can play and adjust the motion being creat-

ed before inserting the motion frames into the frame 

timeline.  Below the three display windows are the 

parameters required for the motion prediction. 

 

Figure 10.5: Predict Reach Motion standing dialog 

Figure 10.6: Figure graphic choices 
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When the OK button is selected the frames of 

the predicted motion will be inserted into the frame 

timeline after the currently selected frame. 

10.4.1.1 Reach Type 

The reach type is either two handed, one 

handed neutral, or one handed prone.  Two 

handed is as holding a two handled tote box.  

One handed neutral would be like holding an 

open jar of pickles or a vertical pole.   One 

handed prone would be like lifting a lunch pail 

by the handle in front of you with your palm 

down or like lifting a horizontal pole. 

10.4.1.2 Offset Between Hands 

The offset between hands is the distance 

between the hands when predicting a two hand-

ed transfer.  The X offset must be positive.  The 

Y and Z values can be positive or negative  and 

direct the location of the right hand with re-

spect to the left. 

10.4.1.3 Box Angle 

When using two hands, this parameter can 

be used to simulate the rotation of the box with 

respect to the human figure.  The rotation in 

degrees can be either positive or negative. 

10.4.1.4 Initial and Final Postures 

The initial and final motion postures can be 

set by specifying a target hand location or by 

using previously defined frames.  The previ-

ously defined frames must be the currently se-

lected frame and the immediately following 

frame. 

10.4.1.5 Motion Length 

The motion length sets the time duration of 

the motion and can be specified in seconds or 

by the number of frames.  3DSSPP uses 25 

frames per second. 

10.4.2 Dialog for Interpolation  Motion 
Prediction—Standing or Seated 
Mode 

The Predict Reach Motion Dialog for linear 

interpolation is shown in Figure 10.7.  The three 

oblique windows at the top of the dialog display are 

the same as for the HUMOSIM model dialog and 

serve the same purpose.  The interpolation parame-

ters are below the display windows. 

 

10.4.2.1 Initial and Final Postures 

The initial and final motion postures are set 

using previously defined frames.  The previ-

ously defined frames must be the currently se-

lected frame and the immediately following 

frame.  If the immediately following frame is 

not defined then the created motion is simply a 

duplication of the starting frame. 

10.4.2.2 Motion Length 

The motion length sets the time duration of 

the motion and can be specified in seconds or 

by the number of frames.  3DSSPP uses 25 

frames per second. 
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Figure 10.6: Predict Reach Motion using interpolation 

10.5 EXPORT AVI FILE 

This command will create an avi video file of the 

frames in the Animation Bar. A filename dialog 

will allow the entry of a filename and location. 

Note that the frame rate is 25 per second and that 

avi viewers may not play the avi at that rate. 
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The Reports Menu (Figure 11.1) contains the many 

analysis options available in 3DSSPP.  A task input 

summary report is also available which lists all of 

the input data entered by the user. Two additional 

options include commands for printing reports and 

exporting output data to a file.  

When a report is selected, the report data is dis-

played in a new window over the posture entry win-

dows which may be manipulated as any other win-

dow. For example, its contents can be printed 

through File | Print Active Window or be copied to 

the clipboard, or the window can be re-sized. 

Changes in units, anthropometry, load, or pos-

ture will automatically be reflected in any open re-

port windows. Remember that, although running 

additional reports may appear to close an existing 

report window by hiding the previous report win-

dow, no existing report windows are closed by this 

action. To close individual report windows, use the 

control menu on the report window’s title bar. 

Each report contains a header block with basic 

 

 

Chapter 11:  REPORTS MENU COMMANDS 

Figure 11.1: Reports Menu 
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information about the analyzed task. Included are 

the company, analyst, date, task name, gender, per-

centile anthropometry, height, weight, and task 

comment. For all report screens the output can be 

toggled between English or Metric units by choos-

ing Task-Input | Metric or Task-Input / English 

(Section 6.2). The windows do not have to be 

closed to change the units. 

Clicking the right mouse button (right-clicking) 

on the title bar will open a context menu which is 

useful for printing and copying. 

11.1 TASK INPUT SUMMARY REPORT 

The Task Input Summary (Figure 11.2) displays a 

summary of the data entered under the Task-Input 

Menu items including the: 

1. Joint angles,  

2.  Hand locations, 

3. Hand force magnitude and direction, and 

4. Additional joint forces. 

Figure 11.2: Task Input Summary report 
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11.2 ANALYSIS SUMMARY REPORT 

The analysis summary report (Figure 11.3) displays 

five areas of information: Hand Forces, Low Back 

Disc Compression, Percent Capable, Balance, and 

Coefficient of Friction 

11.2.1 Hand Forces 

The forces on the hand are listed as the vector 

components of the load projected onto the X, Y and 

Z axes and also as the resultant magnitude. 

1. A positive X-component indicates a task re-

quiring a sideways push to the left while a 

negative X-component indicates a task re-

quiring a sideways push to the right. 

2. If the task involves pulling towards the body, 

the Y-component will be positive if the task 

involves forward pushing, the Y-component 

will be negative. 

3. If the task involves lifting, the Z-component 

of the hand forces will be negative (-); a posi-

tive Z-component (+) indicates a task using a 

downward push.  

Figure 11.3: Analysis Summary report 
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11.2.2 Disk Compression Force 

The 3D low-back compression force at L4/L5 is 

displayed below the hand forces. Both a numeric 

value and a bar graph are shown. The disc compres-

sion force predictions are compared with the Back 

Compression Design Limit (BCDL = 770 pounds or 

3400 newtons) and the Back Compression Upper 

Limit (BCUL = 1430 pounds or 6400 newtons) as 

specified by NIOSH. 

The back compression results should be inter-

preted with care. Refer to Section 1.3 for technical 

details on the algorithms used to determine the disc 

compression forces and the following sections for 

the NIOSH guidelines used to establish the strength 

capability and disc compression limits. 

11.2.2.1 Compression Limits 

The 3DSSPP compares the low back compres-

sion values to the NIOSH recommended limits 

(Section 1.3.3.1).  In the bar graphs the Back Com-

pression Design Limit (BCDL) is delimited in the 

bar graphs by the green to yellow transition and the 

Back Compression Upper Limit (BCUL) is delim-

ited by the yellow to red transition. 

11.2.3 Percent Capable 

The upper portion of the screen below the re-

port header is devoted to the strength capability of 

the selected gender at the major joints. The dis-

played value for each joint is the lowest value ob-

tained from the strength capabilities calculated for 

the joint actions on the left and right  side of the 

body. The torso value is the smallest of axial rota-

tion strength, lateral bending strength and flexion/

extension strength. All of the strength capability 

percentages can be viewed in the Strength Capabili-

ties report described in Section 11.6. 

11.2.3.1 Strength Limits 

SDL and SUL are the Strength Design Limit 

and the Strength Upper Limit and, by default, corre-

spond to the NIOSH Action Limit and Maximum 

Permissible Limit. Other limits may be set by the 

user (Section 7.4).   

The SDL designation is delimited by the green 

to yellow transition in the bar graphs and is set at 

99% for men or 75% for women. The SUL designa-

tion, on the other hand, is delimited by the yellow 

to red transition and is set at 25% for men or 1% for 

women.  These values are discussed in Section 

1.3.1.1. 

11.2.4 Leg Load and Balance 

The lower left corner of the screen reports the 

balance condition for the input posture. The 

“percentage load” refers to the fraction of total 

weight (body and load) supported by that leg. For 

example, if the task involves a forward leaning pos-

ture with the right foot forward, then the right foot 

might be expected to bear a greater fraction of the 

overall load. Conversely, for a lateral bending left 

posture, the upper torso weight and hand loads 

would be borne primarily by the left foot.  

In addition to calculating the percent load on 

each foot, the program calculates the center of pres-

sure (COP) of the forces applied to the supporting 

surfaces.  For standing, these are the front and heel 

of the feet, and for sitting, these are the ischial tu-

berosities and back of the thighs or the feet.   

The center of pressure is compared to the Basis 

of Support and the Functional Stability Region (not 

delimited on the graphic) to determine if the bal-

ance condition is either ACCEPTABLE, CRITI-

CAL, or UNACCEPTABLE.  See Section 11.9 for 

definitions and the detailed balance reports..  
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11.2.5 Required Coefficient of Ground 
Friction (Standing Support) 

Any horizontal or lateral external forces will 

require corresponding opposite forces from the sup-

porting surface.  The ratio of horizontal forces to 

the sum of body weight and all external vertical 

forces is the required minimum coefficient of 

ground friction at the feet. This value is useful in 

analyzing pushing and pulling tasks for risk of falls 

due to slippage.  It is the coefficient of static fric-

tion between the floor and the shoe soles required to 

prevent slippage given the posture and loads on the 

body.  The actual coefficient of friction is depend-

ant upon the type of shoe and floor surfaces and 

their conditions. 

11.3 FATIGUE REPORT 

 The Fatigue Report (Figure 11.4) displays the cal-

culated percent of maximum voluntary contraction 

(MVC) of the required effort at each joint.  Percent-

ages are calculated for three population strength 

capabilities; 5, 25, and 50 percentile corresponding 

to very weak, weak, and average strength workers.  

These values can be used with frequency and dura-

tion information to estimate localized muscular fa-

tigue.  See Rohmert (1973) and other more recent 

work. 

Figure 11.4: Fatigue report 
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Figure 11.5: 3D Low Back Analysis report 

11.4 3D LOW BACK ANALYSIS RE-
PORT 

The predicted disc compression force shown in the 

analysis summary screen are detailed in 3D Low 

Back Analysis (Figure 11.5). The report lists the 

L4/L5 disc compression force and can be compared 

to the NIOSH BCDL of 3400 newtons (or 770 

pounds) and BCUL of 6400 newtons (or 1430 

pounds.). See Appendix III for details on the 

NIOSH guidelines. 

The 3D Low Back Analysis linear program-

ming optimization algorithm calculates the L4/L5 

disc rotated moments and forces and optimizes the 

resultant disc compression force on the disc as a 

result of a three dimensional analysis of the con-

tractile forces expected from ten major muscles in 

the lumber region, upper body weight above the 

disc, and the hand forces. Refer to Section 1.3.3 for 

a diagram of the torso cross section at the L5/L4 

lumbar level, depicting the ten muscles taken into 

account in this three dimensional back compression 

algorithm, and additional technical details on the 

algorithm. 
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11.5 SAGITTAL PLANE LOW BACK 
ANALYSIS REPORT 

The sagittal plane low-back analysis report (Figure 

11.6) displays low-back data for the gender select-

ed. Positive muscle force values or segment weights 

indicate the downward direction of the forces acting 

on the vertebral disc. Shear forces on the vertebral 

disc are due to the upper body weight, posture, and 

the horizontal hand forces. When appropriate and 

known +/- one standard deviation is displayed.  

The L5/S1 disc compression force analysis is 

based on a model using the contraction forces from 

the Erector Spinae and Rectus Abdominus muscles.  

Although this yields acceptable results for symmet-

ric lifts in the sagittal plane, such results may un-

derestimate the disc compression force generated in 

asymmetric lifting.  Because asymmetric lifts re-

quire recruitment of additional torso muscles, large 

asymmetric muscle activities and loads may be cre-

ated about the spine.  In these cases, the use of the 

3D Low-back Analysis  is recommended.  For fur-

ther details on the L5/S1 model, refer to Section 

1.3.2. 

11.5.1 Estimated L5/S1 Ligament Strain 

At the bottom of the report, the estimated L5/S1 

ligament strain for the gender selected is displayed. 

This represents the strain in the lumbodorsal fascia, 

which is attached between the L5 and S1 vertebrae 

and plays a major role in resisting forward flexion. 

Since the observed elastic limit for the lumbodorsal 

fascia is 30%, estimated L5/S1 ligament strain val-

ues which exceed 30% may indicate risk for injury. 

See Anderson et al (1985), Anderson (1983), Bazer-

gui et al (1978), and Farfan (1973). 

Figure 11.6: Sagittal Plane Low Back Analysis report 
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11.6 STRENGTH CAPABILITIES RE-
PORT 

The strength capabilities report (Figure 11.7) out-

puts the results of the strength model. 

The Required Moments (torque) produced by 

the load and body weight for each joint are calculat-

ed using a biomechanical model based on a static 

linkage algorithm and are dependant upon the an-

thropometry, posture, and hand load. 

The Population Mean Strengths and their stand-

ard deviations are computed from empirical mean 

strength equations. The equations are  based on ex-

perimental strength studies by Stobbe (1980); 

Shanne (1972); Burgraaff (1972); Clarke (1966); 

Smith and Mayer (1985); Mayer et al. (1985); Ki-

shino et al. (1985); Kumar, Chaffin, and Redfern 

(1985); and many others.  

The Population Strength Means depend upon 

the gender and posture. They are not stratified by 

height or weight (anthropometry) because the corre-

lation is weak.  Also there is currently insufficient 

data to stratify the strength means by age. 

The Percent Capable is the percentage of the 

population with the strength capability to generate a 

moment larger than the resultant moment. It is cal-

culated as a function of the resultant moment, mean 

strength, and standard deviation of the mean 

strength using a normal distribution as follows: 

Percent Capable =  

(Z) = [(2-1/2)/] ƒz
 exp (-x2/2) dx 

where Z = {Required Moment at joint -  

Mean Strength} / Std Dev of Strength. 

Figure 11.7: Strength Capabilities report 
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11.7 SHOULDER MUSCLE MODEL RE-
PORT 

The shoulder muscle model report (Figure 11.8) 

outputs the results of the shoulder muscle model.  

The model analyzes the left and right shoulder inde-

pendently.  Given the reactive forces and moments 

along with the joint posture, the model determines 

which of the 38 shoulder muscles are active and 

how much force each is producing. 

This analysis currently requires the use of 

MATLAB software which must be concurrently 

running on the computer.  In addition the 

MATLAB Optimization Toolbox must be available. 

This model and report will be enhanced in fu-

ture releases of Version 6.  It is expected that 

MATLAB will not be required. 

Figure 11.8: Shoulder Muscle Model report 
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the center between the shoulders. The Hip-to-L5 

link represents the pelvic bone and surrounding 

muscles to the L5/S1 disc.  Finally, the center of 

gravity distances are measured from the end of the 

link which is internally closest to the feet; the proxi-

mal end for the upper extremity and the distal end 

for the lower extremity. 

Near the end of the report is the name of the 

population used for the analysis as set in the An-

thropometry Dialog (Section 6.6). 

11.8 ANTHROPOMETRY REPORT 

The anthropometry report (Figure 11.9) displays 

anthropometric data including: the link lengths, the 

center of gravity distances, and the link weights. 

The lower arm shown in the first row combines the 

hand and lower arm links. Hence, the hand weight 

is included in the link weight. The center of gravity 

distance for the elbow is similarly adjusted. As not-

ed by the citation, the L5 to shoulder link includes 

the head and neck weight but not the head and neck 

length: the length displayed is that of the L5/S1 to 

Figure 11.9: Anthropometry report 
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Figure 11.10: Standing balance report 

11.9 BALANCE REPORT 

The balance reports (Figures 11.10 and 11.11) dis-

play the body support and balance details for stand-

ing and seated modes.  The stability condition as 

well as intermediate calculation values are listed 

and are most helpful in validating the balance cal-

culations.  To select the type of support, seated or 

standing, see the Support Selection Dialog. 

11.9.1 Maximum Balance Moments 

The 3DSSPP uses a top down calculation ap-

proach; forces and moments are summed from the 

hands “down” to the pelvis.  To be balanced the 

pelvic resultant forces and moments must be offset 

by forces and moments from the legs and support-

ing surfaces.  The model estimates external support-

ing forces and locations based on total moment 
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magnitudes.  They are reported as the Maximum 

Balance Moments.  Note that the calculation of the 

external support forces is an indeterminate problem 

with multiple possible solutions if any.   

11.9.2 Leg Loads 

The reported Leg Load is the percentage of to-

tal pelvic resultant force supported by each leg.  It 

is calculated based upon the estimated support forc-

es from Section 11.9.1.  It most often is only appli-

cable to standing support cases. 

Figure 11.11: Seated balance report 
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11.9.3 Residual Support Moments 

The loads on the lower extremity joints are cal-

culated bottom up starting with the estimated exter-

nal forces from Section 11.9.1.  To be in balance 

the total moments at the pelvis must be zero.  Ex-

cess pelvic resultant moments that cannot be offset 

by the moments from the supporting forces are re-

ported as residual support moments.  Again these 

must be zero to be in balance.  The magnitude and 

direction of the residual support moments indicated 

the magnitude and direction of the balance problem.   

11.9.4 Center of Body Mass Calcula-
tion 

The Center of Body Mass is defined as the cen-

ter of body mass projected downward and can also 

be called Center of Gravity (CoG).  In 3DSSPP this 

is calculated for the body part masses only, not in-

cluding the mass of objects which might be in the 

hands.  No external forces or moments are included.  

The Center of Body Mass is shown on the balance 

graphic as a yellow dot. 

11.9.5 Center of Pressure Calculation 

The Center of Pressure (COP) is defined as the 

center of the supporting forces.  It is calculated sim-

ilar to the COG, but includes all external forces and 

moments as well as the body part masses.  The Cen-

ter of Pressure is shown on the balance graphic as a 

red dot. 

11.9.6 Base of Support 

For balance to be obtained the COP must be 

contained within a stability region defined by the 

supporting surfaces.  Two stability regions are de-

termined and considered.  The Basis of Support 

(BOS) is a region defined by the size and location 

of the supporting surfaces.  For example, in stand-

ing mode the feet can only support a posture if the 

Center of Pressure is within the outline of the feet, 

otherwise the person will fall over.  However it has 

been shown that people do not normally let the 

Center of Pressure get close to the edge of the BOS, 

supposedly as a safety factor (Holbein-Jenny, et al., 

2007). Therefore a Functional Stability Region 

(FSR) has been defined and experimentally deter-

mined within which people tend to keep the Center 

of Pressure.  Between the perimeter of these two 

regions is a critical region of balance where a per-

son may feel insecure. 

11.9.7 Stability Balance Condition 

The stability balance condition depends upon 

the location of the Center of Pressure with respect 

to the Base of Support.  The output is either Ac-

ceptable, Critical, or Unacceptable.   

Acceptable CP Balance: The Center of Pressure 

location is within the FSR and the posture is 

stable.  

Critical CP Balance:  The Center of Pressure 

location is outside the FSR and yet within the 

BOS.  The posture is stable but the person 

will not feel secure.  

Unacceptable CP Balance: The Center of Pres-

sure is outside the BOS and posture cannot 

be maintained.  

11.9.8 Center of Pressure Graphic 

The balance report includes a graphical depic-

tion of the COP, COG, BOS boundary, and the sup-

porting surfaces.  The graphic is also included in 

the Status Window of the main screen. The COP 

appears as a small red dot.  The COG appears as a 

small yellow dot. 
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For the standing case the graphic shows the feet 

and the green BOS region.  The images of the feet 

will change as the posture of the lower extremity is 

changed and the BOS will automatically adjust. 

For the seated case the graphic shows the pelvis 

and feet if feet support has been selected in the Sup-

port Selection Dialog. The BOS region is depicted 

by the outer edge of the green band.  It will adjust 

according to the type of seat support selected..  The 

small black dots show the location of the ischial 

tuberosities, which are the lowest most bone surfac-

es of the pelvis.  The images of the pelvis and feet 

will change as the posture of the lower extremity is 

changed and the BOS boundary will automatically 

adjust. 

11.10 FORCES REPORT 

The forces report (Figure 11.12) lists the resultant 

forces produced by the loads and body weight in the 

direction of the main reference axes (x, y, and z) at 

each joint or surface. The forces reported do not 

include the internal muscle forces or abdominal 

pressure. The X-axis extends laterally from the 

origin with positive to the subject’s right. The Y-

axis extends from the origin to the front and the 

back of the body with positive being forward. Last-

ly, the Z-axis extends vertically from the origin 

with positive upwards.  This definition follows the 

right hand rule. 

Figure 11.12: Forces report 
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11.11 LOCATIONS REPORT 

The locations report (Figure 11.13) lists the calcu-

lated locations of each joint, hand, and supporting 

surface.  The locations (x, y, z) are referenced to the 

current measurement coordinate center. The default 

center for standing mode cases is at the center of 

the feet. (Center of the ankles projected downward 

to the floor support of the lowest foot.) For seated 

mode cases the default center is at the Seat Refer-

ence Point (SRP).  The SRP is automatically calcu-

lated from the intersection of the trunk and upper 

leg angles and is displaced perpendicular to the 

Figure 11.13: Locations report 

body segments by population factors which are 

fraction of stature.   

The X-axis extends laterally from the origin 

with positive to the subjects right. The positive Y-

axis extends forward from the origin and the posi-

tive Z-axis extends vertically from the origin with 

positive upwards.  This forms a right-had coordi-

nate system. 
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11.12 MOMENTS REPORT 

The moments report (Figure 11.14) lists the result-

ant moments produced by the loads and body 

weight about the main reference axes (x, y, and z) 

at each joint and support surface. The moments re-

ported here do not include the moments produced 

by the internal muscle forces or abdominal pres-

sure. The X-axis extends laterally from the origin 

with positive to the subject’s right. The Y-axis ex-

tends from the origin to the front and the back of 

the body with positive being forward. Lastly, the Z-

axis extends vertically from the origin with positive 

upwards. A negative  (-) moment value indicates a 

clockwise moment about the given joint axis; a pos-

itive moment represents a counterclockwise mo-

ment. This definition follows the right hand rule. 

Figure 11.14: Moments report 
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11.13.1 Range of Joint Motion Limits 

The Posture Report also lists the range of mo-

tion limits for each direction of joint rotation.  If a 

posture is entered such that a joint angle is outside 

the range of motion for the joint then the text of the 

values on the report and the joint marker on the or-

thogonal-view graphics are set to red. The calcula-

tion of some angles may be indeterminate for cer-

tain postures, for example Shoulder Humeral Rota-

tion when the Elbow Included angle nears 180 de-

grees.  In this case exceeded limits may be ignored 

as an anomaly. Rotation limits can be altered by the 

user, see Section 6.6.7.6. 

11.13 POSTURE REPORT 

The posture report (Figure 11.15) displays the limb 

and torso angles calculated by vector analysis of the 

input posture. They are the included joint angles 

often used to describe postures. These angles are 

required as parameters in the empirical strength 

prediction equations. Since the population percent 

capable values are highly sensitive to variations in 

the mean strengths and standard deviations, these 

corrected angles are used as independent variables 

in the empirical strength equations to reduce the 

mean strength variability.  Note that the torso and 

pelvic angles combine to form the entered trunk 

flexion angle and that a lateral trunk rotation  will 

induce a torso rotation if the trunk is also flexed. 

Figure 11.15: Posture report 
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from the origin with positive to the subjects right. 

The Y-axis extends from the origin to the front and 

the back of the body with positive being forward. 

Lastly, the Z-axis extends vertically from the origin 

with positive upwards. 

11.14 STRENGTH DIRECTION VEC-
TORS REPORT 

The strength direction vectors report (Figure 11.17) 

displays the unit vectors for the directions of the 

strength moments in the main reference (global) 

coordinate system. The X-axis extends laterally 

Figure 11.17: Strength Direction Vectors report 
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11.15 PRINT REPORTS COMMAND 

A series of reports can be printed using the Reports 

| Print Reports command (Figure 11.18).  The se-

lected reports will print in the order they are listed.  

Use File | Print Setup to change printers or printer 

options.  The Select All and Select None buttons can 

speed the selection of desired combinations of re-

ports. 

11.16 EXPORT OUTPUT SUMMARY 

Through Reports | Export Output Summary, se-

lected data generated by 3DSSPP can be saved as 

an external text file for export to and further analy-

sis in spreadsheet or other application software 

(Figure 11.19). Other than this data, no reports can 

be exported as text files.  The text file can be either 

tab or comma delimited and the data can be append-

ed to a file or overwrite data in a file.  Column 

Figure 11.19: Export Summary Options Dialog Figure 11.18: Print Reports Dialog 
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headers can be included as an additional line if de-

sired. 

11.16.1 Export Output File Format 

All selected output values for each analysis are ex-

ported on one line as text values.  The following 

values are always exported at the beginning of the 

line:  Analyst, company, units, task name, gender, 

height, and body weight.  Immediately thereafter 

follow selected blocks of data values.  Each block 

begins with the block abbreviation text (string val-

ue).   

The blocks and abbreviations are as follows:  

Hand Forces (hand forces), Body Segment Angles 

(seg ang), Summary Results (summary), Strength 

Capabilities (str cap), Posture Angles (post ang), 

Joint Locations (jnt loc), Joint Forces (jnt forces), 

Joint Moments (jnt mom), and Low Back (low 

back).  The data values included in each block are 

listed below in order of inclusion. 

 

Summary Results 

“summary” 

L5/S1 Compression 

L4/L5 Compression 

Wrist Summary Cap 

Elbow Summary Cap 

Shldr Summary Cap 

Torso Summary Cap 

Hip Summary Cap 

Knee Summary Cap 

Ankle Summary Cap 

Coef of Friction 

Load on Left Foot (%) 

Bal Condition (0 = 

Acceptable, 1 = Criti-

cal, or 2 = Unaccepta-

ble) 

 

Strength Capabilities 

“str cap” 

R Wrist Flex/Ext 

R Wrist Ulnr/Rad Dev 

R Forearm Rot 

R Elbow Flex/Ext 

R Shldr Humeral Rot 

R Shldr Fwd/Bkwd 

R Shldr Adduc/Abduc 

R Hip Flex/Ext 

R Knee Flex/Ext 

R Ankle Flex/Ext 

L Wrist Flex/Ext 

L Wrist Ulnr/Rad Dev 

L Forearm Rot 

L Elbow Flex/Ext 

L Shldr Humeral Rot 

L Shldr Fwd/Bkwd 

L Shldr Adduc/Abduc 

L Hip Flex/Ext 

L Knee Flex/Ext 

L Ankle Flex/Ext 

Torso Flex/Ext 

Torso Lat Bend 

Torso Axial Rot 

 

Low-Back 

“low back” 

L5/S1 Compression 

L5/S1 Comp SD 

L5/S1 Sagittal Shear 

L5/S1 Forward Shear 

L4/L5 Compression 

L4/L5 Forward Shear 

L4/L5 Lateral Shear 

(followed by the result-

ant, shear, X, Y, ad Z 

forces for each of the 

following:) 

R Erector Spi 

R Rectus Abdo. 

R Internal Ob. 

R External Ob. 

R Latis. Dorsi. 

L Erector Spi. 

L Rectus Abdo. 

L Internal Ob. 

L External Ob. 

L Latis. Dorsi. 

 

Fatigue Values 

“fatigue” 

(5th%, 25th%, and  

50th% values for each:) 

R Wrist Flexion 

R Wrist Deviation 

R Forearm Rotation 

R Elbow Flexion 

R Humeral Rotation 

R Shoulder Rotation 

R Shoulder Abduction 

R Hip Flexion 

R Knee Flexion 

R Ankle Flexion 

L Wrist Flexion 

L Wrist Deviation 

L Forearm Rotation 

L Elbow Flexion 

L Humeral Rotation 

L Shoulder Rotation 

L Shoulder Abduction 

L Hip Flexion 

L Knee Flexion 

L Ankle Flexion 

Torso Flexion 

Torso Lateral Bending 

Torso Rotation 

 

Balance 

“balance” 

COG X 

COG Y 

COP X 

COP Y 

Stability 

Left load 

Right load 

 

Hand Forces 

“hand forces” 

R Force Magnitude 

R Force Vert Angle 

R Force Horz Angle 

L Force Magnitude 

L Force Vert Angle 

L Force Horz Angle 

 

Body Segment Angles 

“seg ang” 

R Hand Vert 

R Hand Horz 

R Hand Rot 

R Forearm Vert 

R Forearm Horz 

R Upper arm Vert 

R Upper arm Horz 

R Clavicle Vert 

R Clavicle Horz 

R Upper leg Vert 

R Upper leg Horz 

R Lower leg Vert 

R Lower leg Horz 

R Foot Vert 

R Foot Horz 

L Hand Vert 
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L Hand Horz 

L Hand Rot 

L Forearm Vert 

L Forearm Horz 

L Upper arm Vert 

L Upper arm Horz 

L Clavicle Vert 

L Clavicle Horz 

L Upper leg Vert 

L Upper leg Horz 

L Lower leg Vert 

L Lower leg Horz 

L Foot Vert 

L Foot Horz 

Head Lateral Bending 

Head Flexion 

Head Axial 

Trunk Lateral Bending 

Trunk Flexion 

Trunk Axial Rotation 

Pelvis Lateral Bending 

Pelvis Forward Tilt 

Pelvis Axial Rotation 

 

Posture Angles 

“post ang” 

R Hand Flexion 

R Hand Deviation 

R Forearm Rot 

R Elbow Included 

R Shoulder Vert 

R Shoulder Horz 

R Humerus Rotation 

R Hip Included 

R Hip Vert 

R Hip Horz 

R Femur Rotation 

R Lower leg Rot 

R Knee Incl 

R Ankle Incl 

L Hand Flexion 

L Hand Deviation 

L Forearm Rot 

L Elbow Incl 

L Shoulder Vert 

L Shoulder Horz 

L Humerus Rotation 

L Hip Incl 

L Hip Vert 

L Hip Horz 

L Femur Rotation 

L Lower leg Rot 

L Knee Incl 

L Ankle Incl 

Head Flexion 

Head Axial Rotation 

Head Lateral Bending 

Trunk Flexion From 

L5/S1 

Adjusted Trunk Axial 

Rotation 

Adjusted Trunk Lateral 

Bending 

Pelvis Flexion 

Pelvis Axial Rotation 

Angle 

Pelvis Lateral Bending 

Angle 

L5S1 Tilt Angle 

 

Joint Locations 

“jnt loc” 

(followed by (x, y, z) 

locations for:) 

R Hand 

R Wrist 

R Elbow 

R Shoulder 

R Hip 

R IT 

R Knee 

R Ankle 

R Heel 

R Foot center 

R  Ball of foot 

L Hand 

L Wrist 

L Elbow 

L Shoulder 

L Hip 

L IT 

L Knee 

L Ankle 

L Heel 

L Foot Center 

L Ball of foot 

Tragion 

Nasion 

Neck Top 

C7/T1 

SCJ 

L5/S1 

Hip center 

IT center 

Ankle center 

Center of balls of feet 

 

Joint Forces 

“jnt forces” 

(followed by (x, y, z) 

forces for:) 

R Hand 

R Wrist 

R Elbow 

R Shoulder 

R Hip 

R IT 

R Knee 

R Ankle 

R Heel 

R Foot center 

R  Ball of foot 

L Hand 

L Wrist 

L Elbow 

L Shoulder 

L Hip 

L IT 

L Knee 

L Ankle 

L Heel 

L Foot Center 

L Ball of foot 

Tragion 

Nasion 

Neck Top 

C7/T1 

SCJ 

L5/S1 

Hip center 

IT center 

Ankle center 

Center of balls of feet 

R Seat Edge 

L Seat Edge 

Back Rest 

 

Joint Moments 

“jnt mom“ 

(followed by (x, y, z) 

moments for:) 

R Hand 

R Wrist 

R Elbow 

R Shoulder 

R Hip 

R IT 

R Knee 

R Ankle 

R Heel 

R Foot center 

R  Ball of foot 

L Hand 

L Wrist 

L Elbow 

L Shoulder 

L Hip 

L IT 

L Knee 

L Ankle 

L Heel 

L Foot Center 

L Ball of foot 

Tragion 

Nasion 

Neck Top 

C7/T1 

SCJ 

L5/S1 

Hip center 

IT center 

Ankle center 

Center of balls of feet 
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3-View; see Orthogonal-View  

3D low-back; see Disc compression force  

 

 

Abdominal force,  1.3.2, 11.5 

Action Limit; see NIOSH limits 

Active window,  see Printing, Active window 

Adjusting posture 

 Body segment angles; see Body segment angles 

 Direct manipulation,  3.5 

Analyst name (task description),  6.1 

Animation 

 Editing frames,  5.2, 10.2.3 

 Frame control bar,  10.2 

 Insert frames,  10.2.4 

 Interpolation,  10.4.2 

 Length,  10.4.1.5, 10.4.2.2 

 Predicted,  10.4 

Ankle 

 Included angle,  11.13 

Anthropometry,  6.6 

 Center of mass,  11.8 

 Factors; see Population factors 

 Gender,  6.6.1 

 Height,  6.6.2 

 Link lengths,  6.6.4, 11.8 

 Link weights,  6.6.4, 11.8 

 Percentiles,  6.6.2 

 Report,  11.8 

 Weight,  6.6.2 

Applied forces and moments,  6.14 

 Hand Loads,  6.12, 6.13 

 Force display,  8.1 

AVI file; 10.5 

Axial rotation; see Body segment angles 

Azimuth; see Environment objects 

 

 

Back compression force; see Disc compression 
force 

Back compression design limit; see NIOSH limits 

Back compression upper limit; see NIOSH limits 

Background 

 Color; ; see Color 

 Image,  9.4.1 

Back rest,  6.5.2 

 See also Support selection 

Balance 

 Basis of support,  11.9.6 

 Center of Body Mass,  11.9.4 

 Center of Gravity,  11.9.4 

 Center of Pressure,  11.2.5 

  Calculation of,  11.9.1 

 Conditions,  11.9.7 

 Functional stability region, 11.9.6 

 Reports,  11.9 

 Status window,  3.7.5 

Barrier; see Environment objects 

Batch files operation,  6.15 

 Command structure,  6.15.1.2 

 Example file,  6.15.13 

Body segment angles,  6.7 

 Angle descriptions,  6.7.3 

 Clavicles angles 

  Horizontal,  6.7.3.5 

 

 

Index to Sections 
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  Vertical,  6.7.3.6 

 Dialog box,  6.7.1 

 Femoral rotation,  6.7.3.4 

 Head angles 

  Axial rotation,  6.7.3.15 

  Flexion,  6.7.3.13 

  Lateral bending,  6.7.3.14 

 Horizontal angles,  6.7.3.1 

 Humeral rotation, 6.7.3.3 

 Increment,  6.7.1 

 Neutral,  6.7.1 

 Pelvic angles 

  Forward rotation,  6.7.3.10 

  Lateral tilt,  6.7.3.11 

 Trunk angles 

  Axial rotation,  6.7.3.9 

  Calculated (torso),  6.7.3.7 

  Direct manipulation,  3.5.3.2, 3.5.3.3 

  Flexion,  6.7.3.7 

  Lateral bending,  6.7.3.8 

 Vertical angles,  6.7.3.2 

 

 

Camera,  9.3 

 Distance,  1.7, 9.3 

 Focal length,  1.7, 9.3 

 Rotation,  1.7, 9.3 

 Vertical tilt,  1.7, 9.3 

Center of gravity; see Balance 

Center of mass; see Anthropometry 

Center of pressure,  see Balance 

Clavicles;  see Body segment angles 

Clipboard, see Printing, Using Window’s clipboard 

 Copy application,  4.13 

 Copy desktop,  4.14 

Coefficient of ground friction,  11.2.5 

 Status window,  3.7.6 

Color 

 Background,  9.4.2 

 Clothing,  9.1.3 

 Environment,  9.2.4 

 Human figure,  9.1 

Comments (task description),  6.1 

Compression force; see Disc compression force 

Context “pop-up” menu 

  Animation frame control bar,  10.2.2 

  Oblique-view,  3.6 

  Orthogonal-view,  3.4 

Coordinate system,  7.5 

 Center,  1.4, 7.5 

 Changing,  7.5 

 Definition,  1.4 

 Forces report,  11.10 

Cube; see Environment object, Handheld object 

Cylinder; see Environment object, Handheld object 

 

 

Default task 

 Setting,  4.5 

 Resetting to program default,  4.6 

Description (task description),  6.1 

Digital image; see Background, Image 

Direct manipulation; see Posture entry methods 

Disc compression force 

 Analysis summary report,  11.2.2 

 3D low-back report,  11.4 

 L4/L5 disc,  1.3.3 

 L5/S1 disc,  1.3.2 

 L5/S1 report,  11.5 

 Limits,  1.3.3.1 

 NIOSH guidelines,  1.3.3.1 

 Sagittal plane low-back,  1.3.2, 11.5 

 Status window,  3.7.3 

 Optimization algorithm,   1.3.3, 11.4 

Distance; see Camera or Environment objects, Bar-
rier 

Dynamic mode;  see Mode 

 

 

Elevation; see Environment objects, Barrier 

Environment objects,  9.2 

 Azimuth,  9.2.3 

 Barrier,  9.2.3 

 Color,  9.2.4 
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 Elevation,  9.2.3 

 Floor,  9.2.1 

 Handheld object,  9.2.2 

Erector spinae muscle,  1.3.2, 11.4, 11.5 

Error reporting,  1.6 

Exit,  4.16 

Export output summary,  11.16 

 File format,  11.16.1 

 

 

Fatigue,  11.3 

Feet 

 Balance,  11.9 

 Center of feet as coordinate system center,  7.5 

 Direct manipulation,  3.5 

 Ground friction,  11.2.5 

 Load on feet,  11.10 

 Location,  11.11 

 Shoes, 9.1.2 

 Support, 6.5.1 

File 

 Operations,  4.1 to 4.4 

Flesh; see Human figure, Model type 

Floor; see Environment objects 

Focal length; see Camera 

Force 

 Hands; see Hand loads 

 Report,  11.10 

 

Forearm angles; see Body segment angles 

Frontal plane,  8 

 

 

Gender; see Anthropometry 

Graphic human model; see Human figure 

Gravity,  6.4 

 

 

Hand forces; see Hand loads 

Handheld object; see Environment objects 

Hand loads 

 Arrow display, 8.1 

 Arrow colors, 8.2 

 Dialog,  6.12 

 Descriptor,  6.12 

 Force vectors,  6.12.1 

 Magnitude,  6.12 

 Torques,  6.13 

Vector components, 6.13, 11.2.1 

Hand locations 

 Direct manipulation,  3.5.3.4 

 Measurement,  1.4 

 Status window, 3.7.2 

Hand orientation; 

 see Posture prediction 

 see Hand posture 

Hand position; see Hand locations 

Hand posture 

 Horizontal angle,  6.8.2.1 

 Rotation angle,  6.8.2.3 

 Type,  6.8.1 

 Vertical angle,  6.8.2.2 

Height, see Anthropometry 

 Stature entry,  6.6.2 

 Hand object height,  9.2.2 

 Population value,  6.6.7.5 

Hips 

 Included angle,  11.13 

 Direct manipulation,  3.5.3.1 

Hominoid; see Human figure 

Horizontal plane,  8 

Human figure,  9.1 

 Color,  9.1.3, 9.1.4 

 Model (figure) types,  9.1.1 

 Hand type,  6.8.1 

 Lighting,  9.5 

 Transparency,  9.4.3 

Humeral rotation angle; see Shoulder 

HUMOSIM,  10.4 

 

 

Included joint angles,  11.13 

Increment 

 Body segment angles,  6.7.1 
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 Hand loads,  6.12 

 Hand posture,  6.8 

Inverse kinematics;  see Posture entry method 

 

 

Joint angles; see Body segment angles or Included 
joint angles 

Joint locations 

 Report,  11.11 

 

 

Knee 

 Included angle,  11.13 

 

 

L4/L5 disc,  1.3.3 

 Report,  11.4 

L5/S1 disc; see Disc compression force 

 Definition,  1.3.2 

 Forces and moments,  1.3.2 

 Ligament strain,  see Ligament strain 

 Location,  11.11 

 Report,  11.5 

Lateral bending;  see Body segment angles 

Leg loads,  11.2.4 

Length of barrier; see Environment objects, Barrier 

Ligament strain (L5/S1),  11.5.1 

Lighting (graphic display),  9.5 

Link lengths; see Anthropometry 

Link weights; see Anthropometry 

Locking mode,  6.11 

Lower arm angle; see Body segment angles 

Lower leg angle; see Body segment angles 

Lumbar 

 Forces and moments;  see L5/S1 

Lumbodorsal fascia,  11.5.1 

 

 

Maintain hand positions,  6.6.5 

Maximum permissible limit (MPL); see NIOSH 
limits 

Mean strength,  11.6 

Model type; see Human figure 

Moments 

 Hand,  6.13 

 Report,  11.12 

Motion, see Animation 

 

 

NIOSH limits 

 Action limit (AL),  1.3.1.1 

 Disc compression guidelines,  1.3.3.1, 11.2.2.1 

 Strength guidelines,  1.3.1.1, 11.2.3.1 

 Maximum permissible limit (MPL),  1.3.1.1 

 

 

Oblique-view,  1.7, 3.6,  9 

 Context menu,  3.6 

Opening files; see File, Operations 

Orthogonal-view,  1.7, 3.4 

 Force vectors,  8.1 

 Colors,  8.2 

 Context menu,  3.4 

 

 

Pelvic 

 Forward rotation angle,  6.7.3.10 

  Adjustment,  6.5.2 

  From trunk flexion,  3.5.3.2 

 Lateral tilt angle,  6.7.3.11 

 Reported, 11.13 

Percent capable; see Strength percent capable 

Percentiles; see Anthropometry 

Population factors,  6.6.6, 6.6.7 

 Weight and stature,  6.6.7.5 

Population strength,  1.3.1, 11.6 

 Altering,  6.6.7.4 

Posture report,  11.13 

Posture entry methods 

 Body segment angle entry,  6.7 

 Direct manipulation,  3.5 

 Inverse kinematics,  1.3, 3.5.1, 6.10.1 

 Posture prediction,  6.10 

Pre-set posture,  6.9 

Printer,  4.8 
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Printing 

 Active window,  4.9 

 Application,  4.10 

 Desktop,  4.11 

 Preview,  4.7 

 Reports,  4.9, 11.15 

 Setup,  4.8 

 Using Window’s clipboard,  4.15 

Pronation;  see Hand posture, Rotation 

Prone; see Hand orientation 

 

 

Quitting program; see Exit 

 

 

Range of Joint Motion Limits,  3.5.4, 6..6.7.6, 
11.13.1 

Rectus abdominus muscle,  1.3.2, 11.5 

Reactive load,  1.7,  

Reactive moments,  1.3.1 

Redo,  5.1, 5.2 

Reports,  11, 3.10 

 Printing,  4.7 to 4.11 

 Printing multiple reports,  11.15 

 Units,  6.2 

 see also Exporting output summary 

Resultant load moment,  1.7 

Rotation; see Camera 

 

 

SDL, SUL;  see NIOSH limits 

SRP; see Seat reference point 

Sagittal plane,  8 

 Low-back report,  11.5 

Saving data; see Files 

Seat; see Support selection 

 Pan,  6.5.2 

Seat reference point,  6.5, 6.5.2 

Seated mode; see Support mode 

Segment locking; see Locking mode 

Shear forces,  1.3.2, 1.3.3, 11.4, 11.5 

Shoes,  9.1.2 

 Height,  6.6.3 

Shoulder 

 Included angles,  11.13 

 Location, 11.11 

 Muscle model,  11.7 

Slips and falls; see Coefficient of ground friction 

Sphere; see Environment objects, Handheld object 

Standing mode support; see Support mode 

Static mode;  see Mode 

Static strength model,  1.3.1 

Status bar,  3.9, 7.3 

Strength 

 Data base,  1.3.1, 11.6 

 Direction vectors,  11.14 

 Model,  1.3.1 

 Limits; see NIOSH limits 

  Changing,  7.4 

Strength percent capable 

 Analysis summary report,  11.2.3 

 Concept,  1.3.1, 11.6 

 Limits; see NIOSH limits 

 Reported,  11.6 

 Status window,  3.7.4  

Supination;  see Hand posture, Rotation 

Supine; see Hand orientation 

Support mode,  6.5 

Support Selection, 6.5 

 Back rest,  6.5.2 

 Feet, 6.5.1 

 Seat type, 6.5.2 

 Seat pan,  6.5.2 

 Seated mode, 6.5.2 

 Standing mode, 6.5.2 

Symmetry 

 Body segment angles,  6.7.1 

 Hand posture,  6.8 

 Posture prediction,  6.10.2 

 

 

Table; see Environment objects, Barrier 

Task name (task description),  6.1 

Thickness; see Environment objects, Barrier 
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Tile now,  7.2 

Tiling,  3.3, 7.2 

 Auto tiling,  7.1 

Top-down model,  1.3.1 

Torque; see Moments 

 Hand,  6.13 

Transparent; see Human figure 

Type; see Environment objects, Barrier or 
Handheld objects 

Typefaces,  1.8 

 

 

Undo,  5.1, 5.2 

Units (English/metric),  6.2 

Unlocking body segments; see Locking mode 

 

 

Vectors (force); see Hand loads  

Vertical tilt; see Camera 

Video file; see AVI file 

 

 

Wall; see Environment objects, Barrier 

Weight; see Anthropometry 

Width; see Environment objects, Barrier or 
Handheld objects 

 

 

Zoom; see Print preview 

 see also Camera, Focal length 


